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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1956 Price 15t
Watch For On-Spot Coverage Of Apparent
Lynching 17 Rorida By MOSES J. NEWSON
Rips Cover Off Race-Mixin
Honor Jesse Turner
OUTSTANDING — Jesse H.
Turner (right), cashier at the
Tri-State Bank of Memphis, re-
ceived the Omega Psi Phi fra-
ternity's award for outstand-




Herbert Ravenel Sass, well -
known South Carolina author, says
' millions of non-Souttlerners will I
:quickly support the South's posi-
tion on public school integration
when the. realize that integration
!there would transform America
into a nation made up consider-
ably of mixed-blood people.
Oscar Handlin, Pulitzer Prize -
;winning historian and Harvard Un-
iversity history professor, argues




dress in Bruce hall at Le-
upr
Moyne college by E. Frederic Cou
officer for the special projects
group in the office of President
Eisenhower. (Newsen Photo)
Speaker For Omega Week:
hforrow Raps Double
Talking Negro Leaders
Americans must have "leadership by example" if we
are to conquer the "heart frontier of this new era of hu-
man relationships," as aide to President Eisenhower said
Federal Court desegregation or-here Sunday afternoon in Bruce hall on the LeMoyne col-
lege campus. 
Icier, would become ineligible for
government funds.
'And this is the kind of leader- Theme of the observance — lo- s The pledge of positive personalship, by precept and example, that
President Eisenhower is giving
us,- declared E. Frederic Morrow.
administrative officer for the spe-
cial projects group in the execu-
tive office of the President.
business affairs on the stall of at achievement award to Jesse H.Secretary' of Commerce Sinclair Turner. of 1278 Gill, cashier of the teci by the Illinois legislator inWeeks, spoke on the Omega Psi 
which he sought clear-eut state-Pei fraternity's annual Achieve- 
• ments ot the Democratic n o m i-Week program. See LEADERS—Page z nee's position on school desegre-
, gallon and other Civil Rights mat-..p• • ters.
catty sponsored by Epsilon Phi Ileadership on the desegregation is-graduate chapter. Dr. I. A. Wat- {sue was made by Stevenson in anson, jr.. basileus. and Chi Psi chap- !Oct. 17 letter which the Demo-ter at Lehloyne college, Willie Otis cratic presidential candidate
wrote to Illinois Congressman Wil-
Higgs, bastleus — was, "Wanted:
Techniques for Strengthening and ham Dawson, the text of whichFurthering Our Democratic and was released to this correspond-Mr. Morrow, a former NAACP Christian Heritage." • l
ent by a Stevenson Aide. T h efield secretary and an advisor oli Dr. Watson presented the annu- Stevenson statement was written
in reply lo a questionnaire submit-
Woman SolonApproved In Nashville Quits DemsA piece-meal plan for integra- The city's first grade enrollmenttien was approved by the Nash- , reportedly was 3,398. Of that num-vile School Board Monday. her 1,409 are Negro and 1,989The set up calls for integration white.
to begin in the lirst grade of the According to School Supt, W. A.
city schools in September 1957. Bass, the Board's plan does notAlready the Board is faced with call for compulsory integration and
. a desegregation suit, which is sets forth conditions under whichscheduled for hearing on Noe. 13 pupils of both races could obtainand 14, hence the proposal is sub- transfers.
ject to the approval by Federal He said the conditions are:Court. (I) When white students would- Coyness Ennix. the lone Negro be required to attend schools pre-'member of the Nashville School viously attended only by Negroes;Beard, cast the only dissenting (2) When Negro stuci•nts wouldvote on the propesal. He contend- be *sequired to attend schools pre-
e4 that: (1) The first grade was vicioaly serving only whites; and,a large enough group with (a) When students would be re-h to begin, and 12) That Nasb- quired to attend schools in whichis ready for full school in- a majorita of their class would be*patios. of another race,
WASHINGTON — The switch of
colored roters to President Eisen-
hower continued last week, led by
Miss Cora M. Brown. Michigan
State Democrat senator. She is the
only Negro woman in America
holding such a Position.
Miss Brown announced her sup-
port of President Eisenhower for asecond term after she !lad talked
with him last week at the WhiteHouse for about 35 minutes. TheMichigan senator was accompan-ied on her visit by Mrs. RobertL. Vann, president And treasurer
of the Pittsburgh Courier, whichalso is supporting the President.




NEW-YORK CITY—If Adlai Ste-
venson becomes the next president
of the United States, he will work
"ceaselessly and with a sense of
crucial urgency" with 'public die
tors to implement the Unitedi
States Supreme Court ruling  Lewis Swingler, Dr. C. H. Shelby, Mayer Orgill To Speak
cials, private groups and educe- I
order-
ing desegregation in the nation's '
schools.
As Chief Executive also. Mr. Others Hurt in 2-Car smash-up At ElStevenson. while opposed to re-strictive On Nov. -5
provisions on legislative
measures for Federal Aid to Edu-
cation, 
Using the month of November. with All Sainto Day
would take the position that s
, as the focal point, the celebration of the SIst anniversary
any school district which defied a "
of the establishing of Emmanuel Episcopal church. corner1 St. Paul Avenue and Cynthia F'I., will continue.The members of the congregation are situated
A First At Tennes see A & I
GETS FEDERAL JOB—James
C. Leveye, (center). a May
graduate ot Tennessee State
university, became a junior
agricultural economist in the
Foreign Agricultural Service,
U, S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington. D. (a last
week. President W. S. Davis,
(left) of the university, is
shown looking on while Mr.
Leveye and Dr. Henry I,. Tay-
lor, head of the uniVPI-
sity's agricultural economic%
department, discuss a mar-
ket trend. Mr. Lev eye is the
brat graduate of 'I ennessee
State university in the area
of agricultural economi(s.




Wants Women To Bow
Charging her brother-in-law with "thinking himselfa god and preaching co-habitation or damnation," a Shelby
county woman has asked the courts to break up a strange,but apparently successful, family farming partnership
venture.
tier bill asking that t h e i 
partnership he dissolved and this
a receiver appointed, says the
tamily now farms around 600
acres and owns valuable cars,
trucks and other equipment in ad-
dition to an $11,000 bank account
— all in the brother-inlaw's name,
Mrs. Lillie Middleton, 10, al-
ready granted a temporary Injunc-
tion restraining other members of
the partnership from disposing of
any assets, went into Chancery
Court here Friday morning asking
:
the partnership be dissolved and
a receiver he appointed. 
The case was put oft a week lairs. !Middleton knon s
The bill says tnat as far a s
none of
in order that the defendants might lite partners have taken anythingget legal representation.
Named as defendants are her 
touati oifi tihneg. business but their ac-
, husband. Louis Middleton; Cala- It states Caiaphas and his wife,phas Middleton and his wife Lau- haN e no children but are eais.• ra Lee; Jess Middleton and his ' ing a chill of a riece and thatwife, Bessie; Amos Middleton and the families of the defendantshis wife Levada, and the Peoples consist of about 52 persons. in-State Bank of Millington, eluding children and grandehil-
(by Chancellor Ceylon Frazier, woo I on partnership earnings and foe'granted the temporary injunction, the most part living in ono house.Friday's hearing was before In addition, thc bill claims,
shortly after the partnership was
formed Caiaphas assumed the roleof a preacher of the gospel and
would preach to members of the
See PREACHER—Page 2
own name and
equipment in his name.
It claims that Cataphaa has
purchased in his name with part-
nership funds:
A 1956 Oldsmobile, four Farm-
an tractors, a disk, large two-
row planter, a cotton picker, hay
baler, hay rake. two trailers,
a 1956 Chevrolet pick-up, two
[international trailer trucks, fer-
tilizer distributor, four sets of
trartor plows, two mules, as
hogs and pigs, a cow and a calf.
purchased
The first complaint was heard aren, an of whom hate been
Lewis 0. Swingler. of 284 Fay ave., executive seere- aker as driving Mr. Sea hometary of the Abe Scharff YMCA. was reported in "fair from his job as operator of a pool
room at 3011 Horn Lake id, own
condition" Sunday but "still under observation" at his ed by Mr.home where he had been confined since being injured in a i 
Herron.
The four were taken to Johntwo-car collision early last Friday morning. Gaston hospital in a Qualls ani-
bulance.Also injured in the collision  
Mr. Swingler's knee struck theauto and started skidding whenDr. Charles H. Shelby, of 1:175 she attempted to pull back onto!Adelaide, a passenger in Mr. her side of the street.Swingler's car; Miss Lillian Whit-!CARS HEAVILY DAMAGEDaker. 27. of 362-C Driver. who Mr. Swingler. nationally knownwas driving the other car, and as a newspaperman and a region.John Lewis Sea, who lives on at president of Alpha Phi AlphaHamilton st. in Orange Mound. fraternity, saw that the womanThe accident occurred lust after was Paving trouble and manag-
midnigh`. in a light rain. Mr. cal to stop his automobile netore
Swingler said he had just pass- the crash, he said.
eci Wellington traveling west on Both cars were heavily dam-
i MeLemore when the car driven aged. The other. a 1956 Fairlane
I by Miss Whitaker. moving east :Ford, is owned by James D. Her-
on MeLemore. passed another iron, of 1735 LaPaloma. Mist Whit-
Pan . Hellenic couna41•
Protests Police Abuse
dash hoard. his chest struck the
steering wheel and his right wrist
was injured. His knee and chest
are still under ()fascia ation by Dr.
Leland Atkins. who has attended
Set SMASHUP—Page
Chancellor Rives Manker,
Mrs. Middleton is represented by'Al H. Thomas and the firm ofHanover, Hanover, Rano% er andWalsh.
The bill says plaintiff and herhusband Louis first went into an
with Caiaphas MOdleton and his Editor Norrowly
"oral partnership" agreement 
Escapes In Wreck 1
wife back in 1932, leasing land atBartlett. Tenn.
Then in the fell of 1231 Jess ' 'Narrowly (escaping injury in allMiddleton and his wIfe. Amos and auto accident last Thursday wasand his wife, entered into a new L. Alex Wilson, editor and germ-agreement with them and all were !eral manager of the Tri-State Dit-to share equally in ths Profits, fender.losses and assets, and the farm- Elderly Mrs. R. C. Lovell, ofmg operation was transferred to 1486 S. Wellington, white, whileKerr% ille. Tenn.
It stales the partnership eontin- 
making a l
Lauderdale, 





tied under the supervision and smashed into the left side of Mr.management of Caiaphas and that Wilson's car.at the time of the filing of the The impact from Mrs. Lovell'scomplaint was operating tracts of i late model auto almost causedleased land at Kerrville and Wit- IMr. Wilson to I axe control ofkinsville totaling approximatey 600 his ear when it recoiled tromiacres. the blow. He barely missed strik-'OPENS BANK ACCOUNT ;ng a pat ked car on the west sideThe bill says Caiaphas assum- of 1 adderdale. Neither of the'ed leadership from the beginning drivers sustained any injuries. Mr.I and with the consent of the part-I Wilson's car, hit with Mrs. Lo-ners. opened a hank account in' front bumper was damaged.
the new 1125,000 church building ,land the program of the parish is
beginning to take shape At thepresent time, the members of
Emmanuel church are looking for-
ward to the slat Anni‘ersary Com-
• munity program which will be
t held at the church on Monday
evening. Nov. 5 al 8 pan. The
, honorable Edmund Orgill. Mayor
ft of the City of Memphis, will be
.4 the principal speaker, according to
the rector, Rev. at. Julian A.
Simpkins. jr.
In addition to his position as
Mayor of Memphis. Mr. Orgill is
,one of the outstanding laymen of
the Episcopal church in Tennes-
see, who has for many years been
the spark of the progress of the
diocese of Tennessee. He has long
been an ardent supporter of the
program of Emmanuel church and




The Memphis Pan-Hellenic Coun- 
suiting of Mrs. Lonnie Briscoe re-
' cently, a teacher at Douglasseit sent a letter of protest last High school. Mrs. Briscoe was in- The community program on
week to the Memphis City Corn- stilted because she insisted on Nov. 3. will highlight Emmanuel's
missioners deploring the -intimi- the use of the title Mrs. before! progress of the past six years,
dation. harassment, insult and her name. Miss Harper was as- MRS. EDITH s.11SIPSON will ad- 1 since the 75th anniversary cele-
abusive language on the p a r t saulted because she refused to an- dress a Democrat rally at ('lit. bration in 1950, and will also eVal.of some arresting officers where swer when addressed incorrectly born Temple. on Nov. 2 beginning wale the position of the parish inNegroes are concerned." by a plain-clothes officer. 1st 7..0 pan. She is one of the its community. With the churchNo specific case of abuse was; The letter to the Commissioners most accomplished women in the 1 strategically 
of one 
located mpme inhisthelar verycited in the letter hut the Tri-State! read in part: "We have heard nation. A world traseler. orator. 
c
many times and we hold the be- lawyer and social worker. she for public housing developments the
Defender learned the protest came 
!;
as the result of two instances of : lief that our City Commissioners; merle' served as alternate delegate parish owes much to its neigh-unwarranted harassment involv•H and their staff are pledged and !to the U. N. The public is urged borhood. With a series of com-ng Negroes. are dedicated to the protection of to bear her. She is lacing %eon- munity activities stressing worthy
i 
'hi' citizens and to the tenintenance:Nred byThey were the assault on Miss
ESTS—Pa• 
'ow Counts iiiii:er the direction sf
the Democrr-tc of She)- !use of leisure time for all young-
stems of tnis neighborhood, Em•Rosa Harper, a teacher at Wis- se 
,manitel is in an enviable Position. 1.1110.411lialtiolligoltalliallaililitiAllaillINIMM
IDr. J. E. Walker.
now Is
through which it can touch theiINPSI of many persons who needthe solace and security of thechurch, the pastor explained.
Also on t h e Community Pro.
grain. other civic, religious and
community leaders will t a k •part in this evaluation.
Other anniversary celebration'events to follow include the visitof the lather of the present tee.





The Tri-State Defender, with•
out ostentatious fanfare. will els-
se; se its fifth year of service
to Memphis and the Tri-State
area during the month of No-
vember.
Features of the observance
will include publication of some
of the outstanding highlights of
this newspapers service dur-
ing the fire year period, and
the presentation of awards to
leaders in this community who
contributed to better race rela•
firma in 195.5.
Watch for re • . ,e.. sal.
hration.
'Guilty HWomanTRI-STATI DEFENDEIC.AT , NOV 3, 1956 Smash-Up teader-s
Mt61,10116111111111111111MINIPPPItitPftelltlittiithitittlittriPTITf11111/1PRIMIntt116161111‘111MIIRIPITIMIM11111
Support Mrs. Awsumb
(Continued from page 1) (Centioued from page 1)
to support the contention that the office of James C. Hag
erty,
desegregation will hasten amalga- White House pref.* secretary, Miss
illation of the races. Their op- Brown told reporters she ha
d de.
posing views are carried in two cided not to support Adlai St
even-
articles in the November issue of son, the Democratic Presidential
the Atlantic Monthly. candidate, because of his mod.
Sass writes: -The people of the crate 
approach on civil rights and
North and West do not favor the hi
s acceptance by the southern
transformation of the U. S. into a
nation composed in considerable
part of mixed bloods any more
Educational circles were again' become director of research and than the people of the South do.
shocked on Saturday by the news l investigations of the N
ational Ur- Northern support of school trite-
of the sudden death of Dr. Charles ban league. Whil
e with the league, gration in the South is due to the
Spurgeon Johnson, president of , he founded "Opportunity" m
aga- failure to realize its inevitable
wing of the Democrat party.
Miss Brown said she had decid-
ed after Mr. Stevenson was nom-
inated to sit on the sidelines and
watch because -I could not in good
conscience support Mr. Steven-
son's candidacy."
Fisk university, exactly one week1 zine, a major outlet 
for Negro biological effect in regions of large She felt
, however, a responsibil-
after the demise of another col- I cultural expression. 
In 1923, he Negro population. If Northerners ity to take an 
active part in the
sjoined the Fisk faculty and in 1943, did realize this, their enthuiasin campaign. h
e said, because in
became director of the Julius for mixed schools in the South 
the past 10 years she has urged
Rosenwald Fund's racial relations would evaporate at once." 
her constitutents to vote and ac-
tisely participate in the affairs of
government.
Other prominent citizen', legis-
lators and publishers who have
joined the swelling total of switch-
es-to-Eisenhower include:
Congresaman A d a in Clayton
Powell, jr., New York; Senator
Cora M. Brown, Michigan; Dr.
Frederick D. Patterson, N e w
York: C. L. Townes, Virginia; Dr.
111 That the - 
T. R. M. Howard, Mississippi; Wil-
blood" of whites l ham D. Alexander, New York: Asa
has long since been crossed with
!
I T. Spaulding, North Carolina; Re.
that of the Negroes. Almost 3, A. Lincoln James. Illinois; Lewis
000.000 Americans are mutat- Austin, North Carolina; P. Ber-
toes, be Says. and studies show turd Young, jr., Virginia; Carter
test bettered 70 and 90 percent Wesley. Texas; C7. L. Townes. Vir-
g the Negroes in the LS N. ginia; T. C. Jervay. North Caro-
have at least one known white lina; Charles M. Diggs, Michigan:
ancestor. Truman K. Gibson. jr.. Illinois;
(?) Intermarriage has been a John M. Culver. Minnesota; U.
negligible factor in racial ainal- Alex Wilson. Tennessee; A. Maceo
valuation. He says miscegena- Walker. Tennessee; Dr. Godfrey
tiuu has been the mode of in- Nurse. New York; P. B. Young,
fusing the black with the white sr., Virginia; Elmo Johnson. Lou-
strain. isiana; Carl Murphy, Maryland;
(31 Itiscegeoation is the prod. Roscoe Dungee. Oklahoma.
uct of the inferiority of Negt
worneu. Itandlin claims. What-
ever haa tended to increase Fisk Drops Tussle
that interioriis, he says. ila% ill- To Alabama State




Dr. Johnson was the recipient
of many awards in recognition of
his work in ”ace relations, includ-
ing an honorary Doctor of Laws de-
gree from the University of Glas-
gow, Scotland. He also held an
I.1..D. degree from Harvard uni-
The Charleston author says that
behind the drive for integration
in the South is the Negro leaders'
desire for racial amalgamation.
These leaders 'not only want the
right to amalgamate through le-
gal intermarriage but they want
the right to be exercised widely
versity. a Doctor of Letters de- and frequently," he writes.
gree trona Columbia university: Handlin
the Doctor of Humane Letters de- rebuttal:
gree from Howard university; and
Litt. D. from Virginia union.
The author of many books on
race and sociology and 2 member
of several professional societies
and organizations. Dr. Johnson, in
1930. received the William E. Har-
mon gold medal for distinguished!
achievement in science.
Surviving aie his widow, the for
mer Marie Antoinette Burgette:
lege president. Dr. Hardy Liston three suns, Charles S. jr., Dr.
of Johnson C. Smith university. , Robert B. Johnson. and .leh V.
Dr. Johnson, 6. en route to Johnson; a daughter, Mrs. Pa-
New York to attend a meeting of tricia Clifford: a brother. Mauricel
the Fisk board of trustees, left the .Johnson. and three sisters. Mrs.
train in Louisville and collapsed
in the station.
Considered one of the country's
most qualified authorities on in-
terracial matters. Dr. Johnsou was Set 5th Ball State 
creased the rate of iniscegena-
lion. Whatever diniinishes it low.
Fisk university's first Negro presi-
dent, and had been on the staff Basketball Clinic ly is indirectly more comlucive
for 18 years before his appointment to the mixture of races than de-
in 1946, MUNCIE, Ind. — (INS) - The segregation, 
itw 
_ _ amends.
Born in Bristol. \'s , he was the fifth annual basketball clinic sp
on- 5:557 in his a'"i 
tide. satia that
oldest .1-five children of the Rev. sored by Ball State Teachers
 col-
Charles Henry Johnson, an eman- lege will feature coaches a n 
race preference is not active in 
d. the very young "
cipated and highly educated slave, teams from Monmouth and Elk-1 He writes: -Race preference
Johnson received his B. A. de. hart in 
addition to the host col- twhich the propagandists misca11
gree from Virginia Union univer; lage• race prejudice or hate, is one of
sity and in 1917. his Ph. B. from 
The day-long clinic opens Nov. those instincts which develop grad-
the University of Chicago. 
10 at 9 a.m. and will continuei ually as the mind develops and
Joining the Chicago Commission, through th
e afternoon. Several which, if taken in hand early
en Race Relations after sera mid hundred 
Indiana High se hoo I enough, can be prey rifled from
in World War I. he left in 1921 to 
coaches are expected to attend.I developing at all.
 GOSPE1. OF FEAR
Lily Epps. Mrs. Sarah Hawks and
!tliss Julia Johnson.







Floth parties have finally
awakened to the great power
of the Negro vote. Find out
what special efforts are being
made by both Republicans and
Democrata to get your vote
this November. Read "Who Gets
the Negro Vote" in the new
issue of LOOK MAGAZINE,
written by Carl Rowan, one




'Hence. if the small chiklren of
the two races in appioximately
equal numbers — as would be the
case in a great many of t h e
South's schools — were brought
together intimately and constant-
ly and grew up in close associa-
tion in integrated schools under
teachers necessarily comniated to
the gospel of racial integration.
there would he many in whom
!race preference would not devel-
, op.''
I Sass says that among those
new generations mixed matings
would become commonplace, and
a greatly enlarged mixed - blood
population would result."
Handlin argues; -Concealed in
the Southern view is the cui•
bus as•umption that. given hee-
ds m of choice, men and wom•
en would tend to select mates
of the opposite race, for this
dearly is a purely aoluntary
matter; mere propinquity fore•
pa no one into Ins e.
• "All i:he •videnr• points ii the
Reprinted from Nosember Reader's Digest
Not as a Stranger
By Joseph Crawford
Choral Director, "Porgy and Bess- Opera Company
HEN NIY COMPANY started its tour of many European countries
several months ago, I wondered how this new kind of opera—
American Negro folk opera—would be received. NN'ould the foreign
audiences understand what we were tring to convey? Would they
like it?
I nccd not have worried. Everywhere, we have been met with un-
derstanding and appreciation. I find it easy to talk with people about
our opera, about my country, about theirs. They make mc fccl that I
am not a stranger. Often they arc surprisingly well informed on the
various aspects of life in the United States, while I am able to discuss
subjects of interest to them, owing to the fact that they and I have
read many a Reader's Digest article on important events and memo-
rable personalities in each other's countries.
My admiration for The Reader's Digest is easily explained: This
magazine deals with human aspirations and achievements: it empha-
sizes the importance of the individual, irrespective of race, color or
creed. It points out, always, the ways to better life.
Now I have seen for myself that The Reader's Digest is truly a
world-wide magazine. Wherever I go, I see people reading one or
another of its many International Editions. I have bc mc convinced
that the Digest has had much to do with the crcati of the fricndli-
;icss and understanding that I have experienced.
When people of different nationalities meet and find that they have
,:ad the same articles and are inspired by the same ideas, they have
_ken a long step toward becoming friends.
In November Reader's Digest don't miss:
• Are you a bore?
• The Andrea Doria's untold story.
• Why there cannot be another war.
• What's happening to the weather?
• Open your •ylas to this beauty around you
• The problem of impotence: a woman's viewpoint.
• Condensation from forthcoming book: "The One
That Got Away."
(;et Nownlicr Wader's Digcst at )Our no% sstand today —only 25é
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Otis Left-
wich and Lester Mincey combined
their running and passing to lead
Alabama State to a 28 to 6 win
over Fisk university here Satur-
day. -Leftwich scored twice on
passes from Kincey and once on(
a plunge
John Fair of Fasik sparked a
56-yard drive in the fourth which
was climaxed with a 17-yard scor-
ing pass to End Robert Lester.
Lane will be Fisk's homecoming
opponent here on Nov. 3.
opposite direction. Marriages are
usually formed among the in-
dividuals of common cultui al, No-
dal and religious backgrounds
— even where race does not in-
trude. Take a large city high
school. where boas and girls of
diverse antecedents mix without
distinction of race, creed or na-
tional origins. Teo years after
graduation. the former students
will have sorted themselves oat
in marriages with the partners
closest to themselves in color,
religion and antecedents."
(Continued from page 1)
a Certified Public Accountant,
Mr. Turner was selected by a
seven-member panel of judges be-
cause of "his unselfish and de-
voted actions in helping make the
local NAACP a financially strong
branch, his creditable participation
in nigh all civic activities, his
efforts on behalf of Negro busi-
nessmen and homeowners as a
member of the Negro Chamber
of Commerce and as a financial
leader in his community, and for
his wide religious efforts through
Metropolitan Baptist church where
he is an active member.
PRESENTED BY LEE
Mr. Morrow, a member of the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, was
presented by Lt. George W. Lee,
a local Republican leader and an
Omega.
He said, "It has not been a sim-
ple thing for this Administration
to make the strides it has made
in the field of civil rights.
"The President has shown great
personal courage and conviction in
his leadership. and he has stop-
ped cold the accepted custom of
other Addministrations of merely
giving eloquent lip service to the
ideals of human justice and dig-
nity and then acting intolerantly
towards those ideals."
HITS LAXIT1'
He said the fact that ' a lot
of us Negroes are not doing all
we can. . .to fashion our own
freedom ...in the social and moral
out like the proverbial sore -
thumb."
"I dare say." Mr. Morrow chal-
lenged, "that it all the Negroes in
Memphis voted and voted Udell:-
gently, you would have a better
I story to tell th
e world about your
status in this community."
j Mr. Morrow called today's chal-
1 lenge one that demands a decision
I
! by the nation as well as by
the Negro race. He lashed leaders
who preach one thing and prac-
organiqtions will do in register- lice another.
ing their protests against the use Some educated Negroes. he
of any abusive treatment hy po-, said, accept segregation as a
lice officers toward any persons l way of lite because they have
inferiority complexes and are
getting something out of the
separate system.
Mr Morrow tit ged thatthe voting'
people of today, "both white and
colored." be prepaed tor tile' in
the "iotaerated society in which
they ate to live."
(Continued from page 1)
him since he left' John Gaston
Friday morning.
MEDIC'S FACE CUT
Dr. Shelby, who received lace-
rations about the face when the
windshield of Mr. Swingler's car
was smashed, has been under
treatment at his home.
Miss Whitaker was reported in
fair condition at John Gaston hos-
pital Sunday morning. Her report-
ed injuries included five broken
ribs, cut arm and a shoulder frac-
ture, all on the left side.
Mr. Sea sustained bruises.
WANTS TO THANK WHITES
Mr. Swingler said he and Dr.
Shelby were en route home after
attending fraternity meeting
when the mishap occurred.
He said as soon as he is able
he wants to go back to the white
neighborhood where the accident
happened and personally thank the
people for the manner in which
they assisted them after the wreck.
Protests
(Continued from page 11
of law, order and the general wel-
fare within their respective juris-
dictions in this city.
"Believing this, we feel you will
want to know the serious, indeed
grave damage to the morale to our
people and to the good name of
our city, caused bythe frequent
use of unnecessary intimidation,
harassment, insult and abusive
language on the part of some ar-
resting officers where Negroes are
involved.
"Such behavior on the part of
law enforcement personnel is de-
grading to the police force and
fosters attitudes toward police of-
ficers that are unfortunate and tin-
necessary.
'We join that we hope our many
ayor
(Continued from page I)
Sanchea. rector of the Church of
the Redeemer, Oklahoma C it y
and the Rev. Dr. Tollie L. Cau-
tion, D. D . associate director of
the Department of Domestic Mis-
sions of the National Council of
the Episcopal church, with head-
quarters in New York City. Dr.
Cautions department contributed
generously to the building of the
new Emmanuel church.
Father Simpkins said that "The
public will he kept informed
through this great newspaper, ra-
dio and other media, The public
is hereby cordially invited to at-
tend and participate in all of
these 81st anniversary celebration
activities at Emmanuel church."
NAACP Head Explains
Status Of MSC Case
By H. T. LOCKARD Ihat gradual admission of NesJoes
to Memphis State college over a
NAACP President
period of years would keep down I
office possible friction between the rac- ,
after arguing the case seeking es.
to have Negroes admitted to Stem- Thereupon, each of the judges
otos State college. numerous per- , asked several questions pertaininv
sons have catled our oftice to tind to the arguments of both sides
out just what happened. Conse-, These questions being answer-
quently. we take this opportunity
to make a brief statement about
the case_
The Circuit Court of Appeals
opened at 9 a.m. on the morning
of Oct. 1.5, 1956 pursuant to ad-
journment. After Atty. H. T. Lock•
ard and Atty. (;en. George Mc-
Canless were duly admitted to
practice before the Court, we then,
preceeded to make our argument,I
which argument advanced four
grounds for reversal;
t That the t - . S. Supreme
Court in the school segregation.
rases decided in al ay. 1955 out'1
lining the manner of putting into
effect the decision of May. 1954
did not intend any measure of
..tradlialism to he applied to stu-
dents going to college and
tat That the cases of McLaurin
vs. Oklahoma State Regents; Sip-
el vs. Board of Regents; State
of Florida ex rel. Hawkins vs.
Board of Control, Sweatt vs. Pain-
Tureau vs Board of Super-
visors and many others decided by
'he V. S. Supreme Court ruled
•hat Negroes seeking admission to
solleges nad a right to enter
immediately. All of these cases
e'ere decided before the .mple-
mentation decision of 1955 and, in
tact, before the Memphis State
college case was even filed.
(3) That it is unthinkable that
he U. S. Supreme Court in its
1955 implementation decree intend•
ed to cut down on or take away
mm Negroes a rich) which it,
The Supreme Court had' given
riany years before: and
That although the suit he
'ore the Court in in the nature of
4 class action, the immediate con•
tern in our case is the five Negro
•tudents named as plaintiffs in our
suit.
STATES VIEW •
The argument advaneed by the
State suggested that unbridled ad-
mission of Negroes to Memphis
State college would cause Mem-
phis State college to lose its rat.
mg: That to admit Negroes to
Memphia Stale colieve in large
, numbers would overtax the edu '
cationsl facilities of the school and
that since appropriations for the
1055-57 biennum have already been
made, no increase therein may
1 be expected prior to July 1, 1957;
Since we returned to our
ed.. the judge announced that the
case is taken under advisement
Judges Charles C. Simons of De,
troit, Mich Florence E. Allen of
Cleveland, Ohio, and Shackelford
jr.. of Louisville, Ky. heard
the case.
IIITs ADI.A1
He said the same thing holds
true for America's position as
a world leader seeking to sell de-
mocracy abroad as with those
areas -where die-hards impede
our plea to walk this land in dig-
nity: — "Man must be taught
by example."
Mr. Morrew said it would have
been "unrealistic" for him, as an
assistant to President Eisenhower
to put in a plug for the Admin-
istration in "the heat of this tor.
rid political battle."
He credited Arilai Stevenson and
Estes Kefauver with meaning
good but chided: -Mr. Stevenson's
grand oratory cannot drown out the
Eastlands and the Talmadges.
THE COMMITTEE
The Achievement Week commit-
tee consisted of B. (;. Olive. chair-
man; H. A. Gilliam, Rev, A. E.
Andreus, aFerrcl V. Nelson, Wil-
lard Bell and Dr Watson.
The panel of judges for the
Achiev ement Award was compos-
ed of Dr. S. A Owen, chairman.
Dr. Hollis Price, Dr, Clara Brass -
ner, Atty. H. T Lockard, Jesse
Turner, Henry White and L. A.
Wilson.
CLOSEOUT BARGAINS
Children Coats & Dresses 0.0 0, I.
wool Tweed and Gabardine Suitine act-
SIO 00 now SI.98 and 5295 for
Scot selection come early as these bar -
qa,ns won't last lone
wEISS VARIETY STORE








Relaxed? At luxurious ram! after sour buss ilas?
That's the time for Bourbon de Luse. Yes, relax
de luxe ... enjoy Bourbon de I ilsr
KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
THE BOURBON Of LUXE COMPANY. DIVISION OF NATIONAL nistiLLERS PRODUCTS
CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY—
S' PROCf ,
(Editorial)
The Citizens for Progress, a pro-segregation and
anti-Supreme Court group, is attempting to swing a
deal to dump Mrs. Wells Awsumb in her bid for direct
representative to the state legislature.
That is worthy evidence she is a candidate who
will represent all the people if elected. We suggest you
cast your vote for her.
Preacher Crackdown On t
(Continued from Page 1)
partnership and their families at Bars To Vote
regular interals and in recent
years has assumed the role of a
god and has so preached to the 
The Justice Department's Crirne
inal Division last Wednesday dis-
members.
It says a great majority of
them have fallen under his hyp-
notic spell and that as part of
his sadistic ritual female mem-
bers of the religion tnust sub-
mit to sexual intercourse with 'III, head of the division, said
him or be in is words, doomed that "In every instance where we
to h 
can show a person as denied
his right to vote by reason of
AlsoeL 
w
.i that the complainant's re- color, we intend to prosecute."
fusal to cohabit with him and
her failure to fall under his spell He said criminal prosecctiort
has caused him to manisfest an Planned against white suprent
abusive attitude to her. cists in Mississippi. Alabama.
The bill asks: 
Georgia, North Carolina and Lou.
isiana. Mississippi's Gov. J. P.
That an injunction prevent with- Coleman immediatelv called the
drawal or transfer of funds in the move a "cheap political bluff"
bank or other assets, dissolve' the
partnership, and appoint a receiv-
er to. among other things.
closed plans to prosecute South.
ern supremacists for "whole-
sale purges" of qualified Negroes
from voting lists.
Asst. Atty. Gen, Warren Olney
and registrars have been notified
in the state that they will be pro-
tected.
CONCERT PROGRAMME
By Rev. CLARENCE H. COBBS
And His First Church of Deliverance Choir
AT MASON'S TEMPLE
938 South Mason Street




"SINCE JESUS CAME INTO MY HEART"
"MY HOPE IS BUILT"
"THE CHRISTIAN'S TESTIMONY"
"GOD IS THE ANSWER"







"WALK OVER GOD'S HEAVEN" Arr Weston




"HUSH SOMEBODY'S CALLING MY NAME"





"MAGNIFY THE LORD' Carrington
INTRODUCTION-PRESENTATIONS
Lewis 0 Ssvingler. Executive
Secretary. Abe Scharff YMCA
SELECTIONS PENTECOSTAL ENSEMBLE
PART III
"WHEN HE SET ME FREE" Washington
"SPEAK TO ME JESUS" E. 0. Moore
"KEEP TRUSTING BY FAITH" Goodson
"WE SHALL WALK THRU THE VALLEY IN PEACE" Arr. by Hatter
"PRAISE YE THE LORD" Lucie Campbell
"HE'LL UNDERSTAND AND SAY WELL DONE" Lucie Carrinbidl
Kitty 0' Day
"IT'S SO WOI"DssF'1. TO KNOW IESUS IS MINE" Good Pasieu ,
James Irving
REMARKS Rev. Clarence R. Cobbs
Internationally Noted




Reverend Clarence H. Cobb, of Chicago. minister of the First
Church of Deliverance with his 34 voice choir will appear here
Thursday night, November 8, at Mason's Temple, 938 S. Mason
st. Appearing again where he spent his boyhood days 'willbe
for benefit of the Abe Scitarff YMCA, sponsor of the engage-
meal
INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT REV. COBB
He and his choir of the First Church of Deliverance have be-
come almost legendary in the church life of virtually a mil-
lion' people. •
' rhe temple, built on Chicago's Smithside at 4315 S. Wabash*
ave., is one of the finest in the city.
'Approximately 3.000 communicant, worship there every Sun-
day and his radio listeners on Sunday evenings have been 4
estimated to include apuroximately 500.o00 people.
'Most popular group-and radio singers in mid-west.
'He will carry out a full church program as in Chicago.





by Z. Alex Wi/son
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
The average southern white man
as supposed to "know the Negro."
• Al least that is what he boasts.
— Seine do have a sensible and prac-
, tigal knowledge of him. But, itgis smite evident now that the ma-
. eerily of vocal whites, including
:Tonic so-called expertsw are wed- t
. :211'ed mentally to an illusion, a
..,'Illar picture of the Negro.
I n One of the most profound re-
POrts on integration. e n t it 1 ed,
"Where Equality Leads," publish-
ed -in the October 30 edition of At-
lantic Monthly magazine, Os c a r
gandlin, professor of history at
-Harvard university makes tha ti
very clear. .
•
A scholar, who has "devoted
ears of study to the la o o d
Weems that make up America,"
ate. fs also a Pulitzer Prize win-
ner for history in 1952.
The crux to the unnecessary
g emotional opposition to integration- ite the South is fear. Prof. hand-
ha. puts it this way:
'The dread, lest desegregation
open the way to a contaminating
Aiwa mixture, is the fundamental
: anxiety that troubles many whit.': southerners."
: That we believe to lie a fact.e Our basis is observation and ex-- peeasions made by the opposi-tion,
. Prof. Handlin says: "Intermar-
riage has been a negligible fac-
• ' tor in causing race mixture. The- - law forbids it in many parts of
. : the aountry; and where it is legalsa -
the number of unions so consum•
Mated is small. In Northein cit-ies, - witere such marriages are0.,
ose in which Negroes are invol%•-
.
nst likely to occur, they torm
y between 3 and 5 percent of
;eta Expressed in terms of the per-:ceetaec of white marriaees. the
-wonld inal:e in infinitesimal frac-•.tion.
' "It is not thus that the bloodstrains have in the past beencrossed.
, "Furthermore, all of our data'indicate that the growth of equel-ity between the races does notIncrease the rate of intermarriagee, . . Wherever statistics measurethe. rate of internee:nage they
deny•rathAr of '.ntarinaeriaee, theyMeV:equality stimulates intermar-riage, In Boxton, for instance, thepereentage has fallen bleach's--since 1900 as the position of theNegroes has improved." .' Prof. Handlin points out t Ii a tl'cOncealed in the Southern viewle the curious assumption that,given freedom of choice, men andwomen would tend to se I e et i
1Ves of the opposite race, for, clearly, is a purely volun-ry matter; merc (closeness ofrace) forces no one into love "The truth of the matter is that ,too many Southerners are obsesa. 1ed with the belief that the Neer()is little different from what hewas prior to his Emancipation.That, of course, is a fallaciousconcept, which reflects a gro sslecke/ examination of the enhanc-ed- eeonomic, cultural and educe-tidbit status of the Negro of atlo•dea, and an unreasonable blind.;neas to the pattern of marital re-/epees in ereas where there areno•barriers.
Inallis summation of the south-ern 'white man's fear of integre- ,tion, Prof. Handlin delivers a tell.lug -blow to the "unreal dangers:.Ifs says: 'The obsession witht .unreal dangers of intermar-i has unfortunately obscureotrue source of race mixturein the past and in the presentThe- white ancestors of the mulat-toes and of the Negroes of vat).idg degrees of lightness of skinwere, not married to blacks.
'These are the progeny of rela-tionships outside wedlock: a n dmitagnation, not intermatriage,has, in the United States, been themode • of infusing the black andtheewhite strain in our society.
."Furthermore. miscegriation un-der these terms was the directproduct of the inferiority of Neer()
t,
ever diminishes it lowers the
rate. In that sense, segregation
actually Is indirectly more con-
ducive to the mixture of races
than is desegregation.
"Less formal sexual relations
between white men and b I a ck
women, however . were tolerated
in many parts of the South. They
were facilitated by the disorgani-
zation of Negro family life and
by the sintple brute fact that
bake were incapable of protect-
ing their daughters and sisters
against the aggressions of those
who had once been their masters.
". . .The inciuence of interra-
cial sexual intercourse seems also
to have declined perceptibly in thel
last 40 years. It has fallen otf
precisely because the Negro now
r CF the prospect of leadine a de-
ceit( family life and becattse he
h msclf has grown in sell-respect
in the power to resist. The trans-
formation in the general con-
ception of what the law and the
practices if soziety ewe him is
the mos important element hi
that change.
"If we strengthen the trend
toward equality of opportunity and
of rights ..hen we strengthen
also the elements of cohesion and
order iii the Neyro's own life.
"If we weaken that trend anti
perpetuate his inferiorits. then we
weaken also the fabric of his fam-
ily life and leave him a loose.
and potentially disoiderly clement
in our society.
"Desageegatiun, which opens the
doors to full participation in citi-
zenship, will have the former el-
feet. Segregation. our experience
has shown us, will have the lat-
er."
We realize that these vital tact..
may he likened to a llickerine
candle in dark alanketed woods.
Nevertheless. not until die tat
penetrate; the blind f ear will
!twee than ererhial 1U, I. , oe
mode through eniightment. 1.1 in-






WASHINGTON — UNS) — A
top Justice Department official
last week threatened all-out crim-
inal prosecution for what he called
the "purge" of thousands of qual-
ified Negroes from voting lists in
the South.
Assistant Attorney General War-
ren Olney. III, also reported he
has warned a House Committee
that the Constitution provides for
a cut in the number of represen-
tatives to Congress from states ,
that deny voting rights.
Olney. head of the Justice De-
partment's criminal division. said
FBI agents have been engaged in
an "intensive investigation of dis-
franchising incidents in Alabama.
Georgia. Louisiana. Mississippi
and North Carolina.
He said the information ;alcove,
ered so far establishes that "thou-
sands" of registered Negroes "are
beirg taken right off the lists,
wholesale. just because they are
black."
The assistant attorney, general
warned that the criminal code'
provides fines up to $10.000 and im-
prisonment of 10 years for denial
of civil rights and added:
"In every instance where we
can show that a qualified person
is denied the right to vote simply
because of his color, we intend to
prosecute."
' Olney said this would be done
elitaafei 
women. after the Nov. 6 election if the
er has tended to in. Negroes are denied the right to
- 1 
erase that inferiority has inereat. vote. He said indictments would
oirthe rate of miscegnation. Wha- be sought as soon as grand juries
ttMOCRAT candidate Adlai E. Stevenson told a south-ern audience in New Orleans, La., that "Friendli-
ness for the South is nothing new in my family . .. In the
11370's, New Orleans men fought 'Carpetbaggers' on Ca-
nal St. Standing with them was, I am proud to say, my
grandfather, Adlai Stevenson, a congressman from Illi-
nois. He fought a Republican project to compel the use
of troops at southern elections."
ON CIVIL RIGHTS, on Feb. 7, Stevenson said: "Wemust proceed gradually, not upsetting habits and
traditians older than the Republic." The Supreme Court
to the contrary notwithstanding.
Sponsored By
• NATIONAL REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE
DID YOU KNOW THAT?
A FEW of the members of
the Live Y'ers club of the
Vance Avenue Branch Young
Women's Christian Association
just before they left the YWCA
to attend a popular movie in
a body. The club is emnpeeed
if Young :adults and is under
the sponsorship ot airs. Addie
G. Owen, executive director of
the YWCA Branch. Pictured
lett to right on the front row:
Estelle Lot-Let. Barbara Hart-
zog. Vera L. Bell and Elnia
Gregory. second row: Ernes;
tine McIntosh. Thelme Pace:
Mrs. :eddie Owen. eaticulise
director and Susie Toles. Third
row: Mrs. Gloria Harris Wood-
ward., Fannie Mt•Kaskill and
.alice Ruth Adams. Fourth
row Symet•ia Keys, Charlotte
Rowena Stephens. president.
(Withers Photo)
Nabors' R3titid For Infant Stolen
From Car Islehleyne 6reaa Nov. 9' pack Home
William Grant Nabors. atsi ar-
old artist. will give a piano con-
cert in Bruce hall on the Lealo) or
college campus on Nov. 9.
His appearance under ii iii
ship of the LeMo) Altitiee A-
. tit iation is tor the purpose of plat-
me a piano in Bruce hall.
Each )ear the Alumni, Leroy
Vann Johnson, preaulent. sponsor.-
preeram foi 11w purpose ef
making a eont:ibution to the col-
lege or to give some worth) stu-
dent a scholarship.
Those who heard the versatile
)(ming araist when h e appeared
here a few years ago will want
to hear him again and encourwes
their frientia to hear him.
PROCLAIMED GENIUS
He has been proclaimed as a
genies at the piano. Some of ti':
outstandin musicians of Roanoete
Virginia, were judges when lu
was awarded a musical scholar-
ship hs• the Brambleton Junior
Woman's club of that city, When
he appeared at Tennessee A & I
unit ersity's lyceum he was
praised for hi, extraordmar)
way in playing Chopin's ••Revolti-
'tonere Etude" and many encore-
were giver when he played Del! ,
"Barcarolle" from "In The Be'
Young Master Nabors does not
meet in the affected areas.
The Justice Department offic-
ial told a news conlerence he has,
reason to believe there is a Lille
blown conspiracy among pro- „
segregationists to disqualify Ne-
gro voters.
According to Olney. leaders of
the pro-segregations White Citi-I
zens Councils anti others have
been challenging the registration
of qualified Negroes on fraudulent
grounds.
The Justice Department official
pointed out that in addition toi
criminal prosecution, the South 1
might lose representation in ( 'on
gress because the 14th Amend-
ment of the -Constitution provides
for a reduction in the number of
Congressmen from a state wawa'
denies voting rights.
The reduction would be in pro-.
portion to the number of persons
involved and would have to he zp-'
proved by the full House.
The criminal division chief point-
ed out that in the past, southern
Negroes have often been denied
the right to register. but that, as
far as he 'knew, there has never
been an organized campaign to
prevent registered Negroes from
exercising their vote.
TOPPED SPARTAN BACKS
Michigan State senior left half-
back Dennis Mendyk averaec,I
8.2 yards per carry in 1955 to top
all Spartan regular backs in rush-
ing average.
Phone Network
New York — There are about
6,500 independent telephone ecrn.
• panics in the U.S.
$1
tea) eopelar tunes in his eop-
cert. lie is solely interested in the
vI e ss It' Mo.
He is !he sae tit Ifr and Mrs
Juen ‘N . Naher e of lioanokte lint Ii
el tt hole Li•M)nites. and the
oi F1 P. Nabors. of Mem-
phis. also a Lealoynite.
Mrs. Ann Hall is chairman of
the proitiet and 'I'. R. aleleenore
is co-chairman. Tickets can be
tee:lined from either Mrs. Lettie I
Poston. ticket chairman, or from
,in alumni representative gin the
eit) schools or at the college.
LEMOYNE COLLEGE'S sen-
ior class officers for the 1956-
57 year are (seated, left to
right): Miss Margaret John-
son. representative to the stu•




edvietr. and Miss Dorothy
°liaison, assistant business
manager. Standing. same or-
Johnson, assistant business
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
SAT., NOV 3, 1956 3
manager; Merly Perkins, rep-
resentative to student council;
Audry Thee • 'Ans. treasurers;
Mies Derie 11 xico, vice presi-




TYLER. Tex. — (INS)
week won the first round in
fight ahead to prohibit the
the state.
Judge Otis I). Dunagan. of the 7th district statein Tyler, read a writ of temporary
1 injunction enjoining the defendants objectives anti goals
"from further conducting th e i r accordance with the
bueiness within the slate of Tex'
_HELENA. Ark. \\I' ---A Sts'
week-old Negro baby was lound
unharmed last week by poliCe here
after an expect aid mother spirited
the infant from a Cal' here. look
ii to her home and told her bus-
hand the tomb) was theirs.
The child was taken front an
uncle who sat in the car edit it
uhile the parents. Mr. and Mrs.
David Dodd, shopped.
The uncle told police that a
woman approached the ear am;






100 PROOF ALSO AVAII.AOLt AT BO PROOF
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U S, A.
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., division of JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO.,CLERMONT, KENTUCKY
as." while a ranger stood behind
him, hand on hip.
Both W. .1, Durham and C. R.
Bunkley. NAACP attorneys, gave
notice of appeal.
The case weuld next be heard in
Loses
Texas
— The stale of Texas last
what appeared to be a long




The verdict ended 17 days of the
hearing. Both Atty. lien. John Ben!
Shepperd and Durham said it
would lake about 30 days for an '
appeal to be arranged.
The state of Texas sought the
injunction on the grounds that thethe Texarkana Court of ore ea., NAACP has been operating ille-peals, and is expected eventually 1 gaily in Texas, in particular hr po-to be heard before the U. S. Ste; litical activity, profit making andprente court. 1 solicitation of lawsuits.
The conditions of the temporary 1 NAACP Chief Counsel Thurgoodinjunction stand until a final judg-
ment is reached on the issue.
Before reading the judgment,
.hidge Dunagen told the eon r
room he wanted to correct some
false impressions of what t h e
hearing was about.
"This is not an Integration or
segregation suit but is one to de- 1
termine if the defendants are op-
erating and conducting their busi-
ness within the laws of the state."
lie said -Everyone has the right
to hand together for the purpose
of improving their lot in life but
their activities in obtaining their
Marshall and Texas Atty. e n.
John Ben Shepperd were among




SCal NI E liVILLE. S. C. — (ANT')
- A •seam -old boy. who barely
escaped death when a number
of 30-30 cartridges and another un-
identified explosive ripped his
home, killing his cousin and in,
plying his mother, was re-
ported last week as improving in
Dorchester County hospital here.
The boy. Walter Harley is suf-
fering front metal imbedded in his
chest and hands.
His mother. Mrs. Clara Mae Har-
ks). 28, was reported in eood con-
dition after sustaining a hipuound.
Little six-sear-old Louise Harley,
who put the explosive in the
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1957 Plymouth Is Styled For
The Years Ahead
COME IN AND SEE MANAGER WASHBURN,
YOUR COLORED SALES MANAGER
FOR BEST DEALS IN TOWN
AUTOMOBILE
SALES COMPANY
"Your Value Headquarters For Forty Years"
309 UNION Phone JA. 3-1381
I. SATURDAY, BLUFF CITY CLASSIC At MELROSE
1.0VEMBER loth TENN.TAT, 
ON 
ItSALE AT:1 STATE UNIV. vs. ALCORN COLLEGE STADIUM• GOLDEN SUNDRY • SERVICE DRUG STORE, North Side • MY BARBER SHOP MEMPHIS,TENNESSEE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
SAT., NOV. 3, /956
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Isaiah prophesied that when the Messiah
came He would be "despised and re.




Bishop J. 0. Patterson and the
Pentecostal Temple congregation
will be the guest of Ebenezer
Baptist church Sunday, at 3 p. m.
Bishop Patterson will officiate.
At the house of worship last
Sunday, the Male Chorus observed
Its Third Anniversary. The entire
program was musical. Male cho-
ruses from Mt. Olive Cathedral,
Greater White Stone Baptist St.
Matthew Baptist on Wicks, St.
St. Matthew Baptist on N. Sec-
ond, Pentecostal Temple and Shi-
loh Baptist churches participated.
The theme of the celebration
was "Marching To Zion." Curtis
Woods was general chairman.
James Truhart is the president. '
Other services at Ebenezer will
be regular.
Rev. E. L. Slay is the pastor.
EASTERN STAR BAPTIST
'Democratic Values and Goals
in the Light of Present-Day Prob-
lems Which Confront Negroes- I
was the timely subject chosen
"oy Mrs. Marjorie Ulen in her re-
cent address to the Eastern Star
membership. Its enlightment, at
Isaiah also foretold that Christ would
be beaten and wounded, but by His
sufferings we, the sinful ones, would
be healed.
amiable congregation.
Mrs. Ulen is an active mem-
ber of the Emmanuel Epis-
copal church, the society Editor
of Tri-State Defender and corn-
High school.
Rev. W. M. Fields is the minis-
ter.
GREENWOOD CME
It will be a regular day at the
the Greenwood CME church, Sun-
day. Oliver Johnson. the super-
irtendent, will get the service un-
der way with conduction of Sun-
day school at 9:30 a. m.
At 11 a. m., a very stirring mes-
sage by the pastor, Rev. J. E.
Robinson will be heard.
The Christian Youth Fellowship
will begin at 6 p. m. Devotion and
service will be held at 7 p. m.
Mrs. Ludia Hawkins is t h e
church reporter.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
The No. II Usher Board of St.
Stephen Baptist church held its
annual day last Sunday. at 3 p.
The pastor, Rev. 0. C. Crivens,
spoke._
The dynamic Atty. James F.
Estes was the speaker during the
the height of political controver- morning worship at. 11 a. in.
sy. was eagerly received hy the Services at the church Sunda:,
JAYCEES' YOUNG MAN OF
YEAR, Atty. A. W. Willis. a
vice president of Mutual Loan
and Sayings on Vance ave.. re-
ceives inscribed plaque from
Charles Hatton, Jaycees' pres-
ident, as Elmer 'fender-, i
looks on. The plaque wa, • :i-
tially presented to Atty. Willis
earlier this year at a ban-
quet. The Jaycees are now
working on their annual pro-
ject which provides cheer for
needy children at Christmas
time.
When Jesus was brought before Herod, "And thou shalt call His name Jesus,
the Chief priests and Scribes accused for He shall save His people from their
Him violently, but Jesus WAS silent, as sins."
Isaiah foretold. /ARMORY VERBE--Isaiah 53:5,
will b- regular.
NEW TYLER AME
The New Tyler AME church will
hold its last communion service
for the conference year, Sunday.
It will be administered at 11 a. m.
Delivering the sermon at this time
will be the pastor, Rev. H. W.
Henning. The senior choir will pro-
vide the music.
Prof. Isiah Goodrich, jr., and
Mrs. Alma Bowen will conduct
the Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.
At 5:30 p. m., Miss J. Flowers
will preside over the ACE League
service.
The night service will be under
the auspices of the combined
choirs of the church.
ST. JAMES AME
On the agenda for Sunday at
the St. James AME church is a
regular day.
Next Sunday, the Floral Club of
the church is sponsoring its an-
nual tea. It will be held at the
residence of Mrs., Clore Bled-
soe of 1014 N. Manassas from
5 p. m. Mrs. Florence McPherson
is the president.
Rev. H. McDonald Nelson is pas-
tor of the St: James A. M. E.
church. Mrs. Thelma McKissie
is the church reporter.
TRINITY BAPTIST
Observation of Annual Harvest
Day was held at the Trinity Bap-
tist church last Sunday. Speak-
er for the occasion was James
Rainey. a post office employee.
Ile was introduced by Joe Camp-
bell. Music was rendered by the,
Lane Avenue choir. The general
of the day was E. Jackson.
Rev. .1. B. Jones is the pastor.
PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
It was Annual Women's Day at
the Pentecostal Temple Church of
Cod In Christ, last Sunday. Prof.
L. B. Hobson. principal of Manas-
sas High school, spoke.
ROCK TEMPLE CHURCH CF
GOD IN CHARIST
Rev. Johnnie Brown of Pente-
costal Temple Church of God lh
Christ will deliver a thought-pro-
voking message at the Rock Tem-
ple Church, Sunday. The mes-
sage will be delivered at 8 p. m.
GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
A Special Effort Day for the
Sunday School and Baptist Train-
ing Union of Gospel Temple Bap-
tist church, will be held Sunday,
at 3 p. m. The membership will
hear an address by one of its
own active members. Miss Quanita
Young. Miss Young, who is an
instructor at LaRose School, has
been cordially received by audi-
ences since she made her speak-
ing debut.
General chairman of the Day is
Mrs. Edna Haywood. F. L. Phil-
lip. jr., is the superintendent of
Sunday School and F. L. Phillip
sr is the director of the Baptist
Training Union.
Rev. C. T. Epps is the pastor.
Cotton is grown successfully in
21, of the states,
We give one Nikelbak with each dollar purchase
you make. See Premiums on display in our stores
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Rev. C. Thomas Paige, Presi-
dent, Baptist Industrial College
and Seminary, Hernando, Miss.
'Then the devil taketh Him up
into the holy city, and seateth
Him on a pinnacle of the temple,
and said unto Him 'If Thou be
the Non of God, cast theyself
down: for it is written, He shall
gise His angels charge over
Thee and in their hands they
shall bear Thee up lest at any .
time Thou shall dash Thy foot
against a stone.' "
Matt. 4:5&6
Last week we tried to show
that the world is divided into many
gisitips, basic among these as
shown last week is that group
that concerns itself with satisfy-
ing the nutritional appetites. The
devils knows this. There are
many people living today w h o
could have been great had it not
been for the great appetites they
have nursed but all of life has
1•een wrapped up in their appe-
tites.
But the grouping does not stop
there. There is another group that
wraps life aroond figure —
that of being a sensation. The
devil knows this too. When he hail
failed in his first attempt he then.
knowing Jesus was human, and
asked Him, You know they tell
me that one of these days you arc
going to set up a kingdom here
on earth. Now it is not neces-
sary for you to go around doing
things that you have planned, if
you jump off of this pinnacle you
will be a sensation over night
and thus you will be able to set
up you/. kingdom m•tch m or c.
quickly.
The devil always make people
think in terms of snort cuts.
There is something in us that
makes us want to move around the
short corners. The devil waved
before Jesus the banner sen-
sationalism in hopes that at this
point he would win the argu-
ment.
Time and time again people
are motivated by the idea of sen
sationalism. Many people expose
themselves to permanent injuries
that they might be a sensa-
1 lion. Many people burden them-
! selves needlessly that they might
be a sensation. There is some-
thing human about us that makes
us want to be the center of the
program. 'the life of the part.'
etc. We just want to go home with
the feeling that we were the




hurts a child more than
to think or feel that no one is
paying attention to him. And many
of us are childlike when it comes
to that. We want to be the pivot.
We want to be the 'big wheel:
whatever that is. We want to feel
that sun can't rise iinless
we get up every morning and
chase away the darkness. We
want to feel that the show just
can't go on unless we play the
leading role. But it is not like
that and Jesus knew that being
a sensation was not the answer
to solving His problem. Many of
is becloud the whole picture by
pushing ourselves in the center.
When we lose ourselves in the
program we lose right of all
Irvin Wendell Howell, jr., 12-
year-old Boy Scout of Paris, Tenn
was honored last week for saving
the life of Larry Kendall, 7, a
playmate.
R. H. Woodson, chairmen of the
merit Badge committee of Paris
Scout Troop 106, presented the
award to Howell, jr.
The near drowning occurred last
summer while Irvin and Larry
were wading in a creek. Larry
stepped into a deep hole and was
unable to get out. Irvin found a
tree branch and thrust one end
o his platmate. When Larry came!
up he' grabbed it and was dragged
to safety. The boy had gone down
three times before he was rescued.
Irvin could not swim.
The hero is the son of Dr. and
Mrs, I. H. Howell, of Paris.
Jerry s the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Travis Kendall
that is worthwhile.
We can never measure up to our
fullest stature when we concern
Clarence F. Stewart had an alibi and white witne,ses
corrobated it so he was cleared here last week by a
Criminal Court jury of a charge of aisault and battery
with intent to ravish a Negro teacher.
The teacher, Mrs. Mary B. Taylor, of 339 Boston, and
two of her pupils identified Stew- 1
art from the witness stand as
the man who attacked the teach-
er. However, the jury apparent-
ly believed the white witnesses.
Stewart, who was indicted in
1951 on a charge of rape involv-
ing a woman of his own race, was
then found guilty of assault and
battery and given 11 months and
29 days at the Penal Farm and
fined $1,000.
HAD POLICE RECORD
The painter's attorneys, L. E.
Gwinn and Walker Gwinn, were
able to keep this police record out
of the trial when Judge Perry
Sellers upheld their objection to
its introduction by the state.
Stewart, who lives at 2898 Old
Raleigh rd., denied being on the
grounds. He said he was at the
home of his step-son at the time
Of the attack and several wit-
nesses backed up his alibi.
The state had charged Stew-
art attacked Mrs. Taylor at the
Fullview school in Ellendale on
March 2 and that her struggles
and screams frightened him away
sensation. Sucaess comes to those 
people who are able to choose a
worthwhile goal and having done
so will let nothing, deter them
from their objective. Life is more
than a matter of being a sensa-
tion. After all the sensation is only
a sensation for a few minutes any -
how, but Jesus wanted to advance
a program that was going to last
forever. So it must be if we arc
going to do what will last forever
we cannot resort to fly-by-night
methods but resort to those things
that are going to be living monu-
ments for years and years to




• Soft All-Rubber Body
• Soft Life-like Vinyl Head
• ROOTED HAIR—cannot be pulled out!
Wash it! Comb it! Brush it! Curl it!
Complete with ... SATIN BRIDAL GOWN
with NYLON NET & LACE, VEIL, PEARL
FINISHED TIARA, BRIDAL BOUQUET,
PANTIES & SHOES.
IT WAS a happy moment for these happy entertainers when the
"signal" was riven as the weekly Big Talent Show smoothed
across the Mid-South airwaves carried by 50,000 watt WDIA.
Every week the opportunity to express itself is given to Mid
South talents by your Big Star Food Stores. As year after year
rolls by ills more clear than ever that these youthful stars of to-
day are becoming the big stars of tomorrow. If you would like






If •lected will work for the best
interest of his people.
Yes Madame,
The Goblins will get you if cal
don't watch out so be prepared
—Listen to this good news! You
can keep' the Goblins away if
you make a batch of Dough-
nuts with that sack of Jack
Sprat enriched %heat flour and
have them on hand along with
a cup of piping hot cocoa for
the spooks and Mom, you bet
your life you will be safe from
all harm.
Spooks Favorite Doughnuts
Made with Jack Sprat enrich-
ed Wheat Flour.
2 2-3 cup sifted Jack Sprat
Flour
3 tablespoon melted shortening








1 pound shortening lor frying
Heat shortening to 365 de-
grees F. Sift dry ingredients
together. Combine eggs, milk
and vanilla. Add to dry ingre-
dients. Add melted shortening.
Mix just to moisten dry ingre-
dients well. Roll out 1-4 inch
thick of a board floured with
before he completed his
The teacher and pupils
picked Stewart out of a
as the man insolved.
More than 6,000 Cub Scou
Boy Scouts, Explorers, and man
of their adult leaders of the Chick
asaw Council will climax •
part in their nationwide GO Ou
the-Vote campaign on Saturday
Nov. 3.
On that day, along with aurl
four million fellowmember
across the nation, they will ea
on a total of 35,000,000 homes a
leave on front doorknobs siLLib.
erty Bell hanger urging ciazen
to vote.
They have been conducting It
nonpartisan campaign, withiut ref.
erence to any candidate or par.
ty. It has been sponsored jointly
with Freedoms Foundation, Inc.'
of Valley Forge.
Jack Sprat enriched wheat flo
cut with 212 inch doughnut cut-
ter and dry in hot shortening.
Fry only about 3 or 4 at a time
so as not to cool shortening.
Fry until delicate brown turn-
ing once. Drain on brown pa-
per. Makes about 20 dough-
nuts. Serve plain or decorated.
These Doughnuts are extra spe-
cial any time with the small
fry especially when made with




are invited to contact WDIA for an audition tryout
The young stars that are pictured above included:
Left to right first row: Annie Mae Patrick, Joyce Macell Harper.
Fm-ankle Sue Patrick, Alberta Martin, Brenda Marie Branch, v
Alice Patrick and Velma Snipes.
Second row: Lucille Jones, Shirley L. Hassell, Eva R. 'Rents,
Betty Jean Hassell, Bettye Joyce MeGlown, Carolyn Glpsos. San.
dra Long, Mary !Vesely, Hattie Ella Walton and Sammie WU
lam son.
FRESH-LEAN-END CUT
A TREASURE OF 24 CARAT VALUES








SLICED BACON WF IA.M431 NY C ILFEI D
SPICED LUNCHEON MEAT ID
DRESSED HENS nLIS UP
CHICKEN BACKS OR NECKS
COD FISH 4 FISHERMEN
FISH STICKS
STEAK ETTES FLAVO.RICH BEEF
VAN CAMP'S 2c3A0,,s39c CUT GREEN BEANSsToKELY
MEXICAN BEANS VAN CAMP
i/If WE GIVE S
GREEN STAMPS
SAYING YOU MORE
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THE DEMOCRATIC P 17711,
TUESDAY, NOV. 6
MRS. FRANKLIN a ROOSEVELT
HYDE PARK. N. Y.
November 2, 1956
Dear Friend:
I am particularly proud to endorse the
candidacy of ADLAI E. STEVENSON for Presidency of
the United States.He is the best qualified candidate.
His administration as Governor of Illinois was
distinguished by its honesty, efficiency and by its
sincere and sympathetic appreciation of the needs of
all the people. I know that he believes we must be
a nation with equality and justice for all our
citizens, and I trust in his integrity and judgment.
In the field of foreign affairs, we need
the wide experience and statesmanship of Mr. Stevenson
for our nation to recapture the dignity and high
respect among the nations of the world.
I urge you to vote for ADLAI E. STEVENSON.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
tof
•
Natienal Cum m it tee.. Paul Chairman. %VIP's!, Imot...ott. Voce Chair-nan, WWI Ctont,tteticut Asentit N.W., Vitishington 6. D. C. 0,:X.,?;•-
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Our Opinions
Vote Straight Republican Ticket
(AN EDITORIAL)
The Tri-State Defender urges all
citizens ho are qualified to vote to cast
their ballots for the straight Republican
ticket on election day, TUESDAY, NOVEM-
BER 6TH.
Why do we urge this?
Here are the answers: (1) The hest
interest of the American people, Negro and
white, rest with the party which has dem-
ostrated its capacity to insure progress,
peace, prosperity and progress toward ra-
cial equality.
And (2), The Democrat party has an
unholy alliance with pro-segregationists
who are undemocratic, un-American. and
tin-Christian; publicly committed to the
maintenance and expansion of Nazi-Hit-
lerite views and practices of racial suprema-
cy., persecution based on color and religion,
denial of equal opportunity due to the ac-
cident of birth and the selfish promotion of
their ideas, even if it means the destruc-
tion of the nation's prestige abroad and
domestic unrest and turmoil within its
borders.
We feel that the alert will finally de-
e, eide to cast his vote for the return of the
Eisenhower Administration to office he
cause :
It has expanded integration in the arm-
ed services.
It has ended bias in the invitation of
Negroes to the White House, along with any
other Americans.
It has proposed the creation of a Civil
Rights Division in the Justice Department
to insure protection of the Negro's right to
vote and exercise the other rights of Amer-
ican citizenship.
It has made clear that the Supreme
Court's edict banning segregation in public
schools is the law of the land and that it
is the duty of the President to uphold the
Constitution of the United States as in-
terpreted by the Supreme Court.
It has provided more than 300 new
government jobs for Negroes which pay
$6.000 and above, along with reasonable as-
surance of many more such jobs.
The Republican Party, during the Us-
", enhower administration has furnished more
enconomic security for Negroes by broaden-
ing Social Security to include more domestic
workers asd agricultural employ-es.
It has increased the earning power of
the Negro by the creation of the President's
Committee on Government Contracts. This
committee safegnards employment of the
Ne!iro by seeing. that no corporation or in-
dividual holding a government contract dis-
criminates against an individual because of
race or color. This regulation is being en-
forced.
The wide-awake Negro voter should
have his mind made up in favor of the Re-
publican Party as soon as he takes a glance
at some of the names in the Democratic
Party ranks, such names as Talmadge. East.
1/4
land, Cliff Davis. J. P. Coleman. and hosts
of others spewed forth from the boiling
cauldron of racial prejudice, discrimination,
and segregation.
The Democrat Party, due to the mere
presence and allegiance, even in name. of
these purveyors of hate, will not he able to
do more than 'talk" about the rewarding
processes of democracy.
On the local level the Republicans have
done more during the past three and a half
years to provide lob opportunities, employ -
ment security, and to aid the general prog-
ress of the Negro towaid first-class citizen-
ship than the Democrats did in 20 years.
And that's right here in Memphis.
The Republican Party h a s produced
the best, most experienced, and most effec-
tive Negro political leadership in Memphis.
It has provided a platform for such dynam-
ic, and intelligently militant leadership as
that of Lt. George W. Lee. He and his or-
ganization have transformed the gloom and
despair which blanketed Negroess.locally
and elsewhere in 1952 into radiant confi-
dence and hope. The local persons (Repub-
licans) with whom he is allied support his
outlook and policies.
On the other hand, local white Demo-
crats are openly pledged to get up in the
Tennessee General Assembly and sponsor
legislation designed to set back Negro citi-
zenship hopes for a generation. And in so
doing they will retard the progress and de-
velopment of Memphis. the state and the
nation.
What informed, patriotic citizen could
consciously vote for candidates with such
a program, a program based on selfish de-
sire for power and profit at the expense of
other Americans?
Hence, the Tri-State Defender urges its
readers and all other citizens to vote the
straight Republican Party ticket, nation-
ally, state-wide, and locally, as follows:
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, President
RICHARD M. NIXON, Vice Pres.
ATTY. HERBERT HARPER, U. S. Cong.
DR. B. F. McCLEAVE, State Senate
GEORGE C. HARRISON, State Senate
ROBERT E. LEE, State Senate
WILLIAM R. BRADFORD, State Rep.
BEN D. FOPAY, State Rep.
WILMOT A. DANIELSON State Rep.
T. L. SPENCER, State Rep.
JAMES R. FOREMAN, State Rep.
MRS: WELLS AWSUMB, State Rep.
MRS. W. R. DONIGAN, State Rep.
Votes cast for the Republican ticket on
Nov. 6 mean progress on a national and lo-
cal level.
•We Can Still Learn From Africa
Two African witch doctors, it was re-
ported in the no,vs'last week, gave a heal-
ing demonstration for the enlightenment of
Princess Margaret of Britain who is on a
tour of British East Africa.
This healing, performed for the first
time before a white audience, took on the
aspect of a frenzied dance in which the
two doctors "drove out devils" from two pa-
tients whom they had placed under hypnot-
ic spell.
The doctors began a jerking, twitching
dance to the throbbing of drums which the
patients took up, movement by movement.
"As the eerie dance of witch doctors and
patients reached its pulsating climax, Mar-
garet's lips parted in wonder and an occasi-
onal visible shudder passed through the 26-
year-old visitor from Rockingham Palace.
The dance ended when the patients collaps-
fk'd in exhaustion."
The spectacle was the high spot of A
program of entertainment typifying the
different cultures of British East Africa.
There are those who may sneer at this re-
ported exhibition of supernatural skill and
power or consider the demonstration too re-
pulsive for their refined sensibilities.
Deep rooted prejudices make it difficult,
if not impossible, for some of us to look
upon African mysteries with Anything but
scientific objectivity. Yet anthropologists
like Levy-Bruhl. Manilowski and Boaz have
confirmed with emphasis and sincerity the
authenticity of the mysterious powers of
the so-called primitive people. Scientist aft-
er scientist has published findings follow-
ing extended studies of the various African
cultures together with their native cult
phenomena which have proved to be be-
yond the mentality of the Western man.
Hypnotism, which has been developed to
a very high degree in Africa, is now ad-
mitted by American and British physicians
who have employed it as an effective means
of curing some medical cases where drugs
have failed to yield the desired results.
What then is the difference between the
hypnosis induced by the African doctor and
the hypnosis practiced by some European
or American physician? There is no essen-
tial distinction to be drawn between the
two.
The ritualistic dance that accompanies
the African doctor's treatment is a tribal
folklore which is replaced in our society by
a ceremonial mumbo jumbo. It is hypnotism
just the same and nobody laughs at it.
We hpd a recent demonstration in the
now celebrated case of Brides' Murphy
which swept the country like prairie fires.
The story of her regression into the very
distant past,.under hypnosis, was not laugh-
ed off the newsstands.
The experiments that are being con-
ducted at Duke university on extra sensory
perception and telepathy are nothing more
than exploration into the unknown fron-
tiers of the mind. Africa has crossed these
frontiers for hundreds of years.
The point is we laugh readily at the
African method of therapy while adopting
without critical reservation the magic for-
mula of Dr. Coue. Medicine is not yet a sci-
ence, it is still an art. There remains yet
a great deal to be learned from Africa.
What The People Say
The .1-LTG's tnt.. wiiih to ex-
pros% to you their shiticere spore.
elation for the wonderful page
l *Tread your newspaper give .to kur project this weet.
I am sure this seise as a great
stimuli to our project. We h a d
waisted our patroas aad advert's-
ers to see just how their money
is being utilized and your pictoral
spread shows this very clearly.
Our project is at times quite
taxing for our small membership
hut when we think of the gratitude
of our 'Little friends" and the
warm support we receise from
such fire firms as sours we
realize that the task is indeed wor-
thy of all our efforts. We are very
grateful for your help and are
also very humble that our small
group can reach so many of our
citizens Sincerely. Mies Erma Lee
Laws, president, J-U-G's, loc.
I AIN'T OTIN
In the midst 01 all the talk dur-
ing the current heated political
campaign on the national, state,
and local level, still there can be
heard a faint rifrein in the back
ptacesof those win, saj, "I ain't
'Olin'." 
Yes, there're lot of folk saying
just that. Too many coltaed folk
hereabouts are saying it. A it d
some of them pride themselves on
their common sense ancd impor-
tance. They give various reasons
for their decision not to vote on
any level of the polojcal arena.
They come up with arguments
like the follouing . . pretts sure
you've heard some ot them. Such
as:
"Well, I ain't votin, cause my
sote ain't gonna count nohow. I
ain't got but one vote. And that
won't make any difference one
stay or the other alien the whole
thing is settled. So wily should I
get all worked up and feel that
my one vote is important! And
since it sual. I ain't .eoin' bother
msseit aboet it. Let •em have it."
In short. their's is similar to the
argument of the Scriptural man
who had one talent and buried it
. :telling his master that he fig-
ured A would be better to hand
it back like he got it. The master
gave him a deserved boot in the
pants.
Then, 'here's the argument. that
goes - -I don't mind s otin,' hut
I jes• don't see how I got the
time. You see, nly job calls for
me at such hours as jes• don't
give me time enough to get home
from work. straighten up. cat, and
do all I need to do 'round home.
When I get through. u' in jcs. too
tired to be rushm. round tryin' to
git to the votitC place in time
fore they close: 'Course, I knots
I ougnta ote. But I jes. ain't
got time this tame.'•
There again one has a speci-
ous reason presented, it s t he
standby reason of the type of in-
dividual who'll put oil doing any-
thing. , .no matter how important
. . .if it requires any more than
forced eftort. Yet. that's the type
that knows how everyone else
should has voted. and w h o
would change the world. . .if
they just had time.
A third argument, frequently
heard is: -I ain't volin', in all
this mess. Them big boys got it
all sewed up anyhow. They al-
ready know who's gonna w i n.
They're just keeping things stirred
up ssith all these election speeches
and slut( to make the people think
they the people) are doing some-
thing and really matter. T h e in
boys up at headquarters got it
all cut and dried. And il 1 get out
and vote, liii just plasmg into
their hands. I don't want to hese
nothing to do with. I got some.
dung more important to do than
vote foi a lot of gt.ys c'. ho don't
mean nobody to good bat them-
anyeass I got my own
allairs to look alter."
There's 8 Case of sour grapes
. • :reminds one of the old saw
about "Take all the world. . dust
give me Jesus." And that's just
what a lot of smart politicians are
doing. . taking all the running of
this country. White cynical citizens
sit back with their hands folded
over their ballots, like the little
boy who takes his bat and ball
home, because he can't run the
(eam.
A fourth dumb argument runs'
"I. ain't %Olin' 'cause I don't see
anybody III 10 % °IC for Who you
gonna sole for.' All of 'cm look
ard talk iust about the sante I
ain't tattening trogs tor snakes.
AO I don't sec any difference be-
tween Tmeedledec and Tweedle-
du in, • '
The whole thing, regardless of
the arguments presented by the so,
called "undecided" voters, is thai
all their az guments stem from
three roots. They are the roots of
(I) Being too ignorant and lazy-
minded about the meanings of
democratic citizenship; (2) Being
too lazy to think and work for con-
tinued democracy: Cl, Being too
careless to be a citizen. Hunh?
•ii
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THE SAME OLD STORY
There are several women
correspondents among the two
score or more nessshawks travel-
ing with Adlai Stevenson during
these frantic campaign sorties.
Ss a rule they do not travel
in 'the big Dc S in which the
newsmen keep pace with Steven-
son's Joe Smith special, a more
luxuriously outfitted plane. They
tide with the presidential aspir-
ant and his staff of advisors.
Occasionally, however, the Joe
Smith special picks up a few
VIPs which forces the newsgals
to ride with the newsboys. To
avoid being caught in the mid -
die of some of their antics, the
girls huddle together in the rear
of the plane.
On one such occasion one of
(he neoshens pointed out that
seating them in the rear or the
ship amounted to segregation.
The men argued that they had
segregated themselses soluntari-
ly and that the Supreme Court
derision on the matter of segre-
gation does not rover voluntary
segregation.
The point was argued long
and thoroughly, without any de•
cision being reached.
Several days later, the news 
hens were "bumped" off the Joe
smith special again and this
time the newsmen provided seats
for them in the forward part of
the cabin.
'We're still not satisfied,''
they complained. "because esen
though you've changed us from
aft to fore we're still segregated,
and segregation whether it be
racial or sexual is against all
I!!!
the principles of Mr. Stevenson.
We want full and complete inte-
gration." they cried.
The nien told them not to push
so hard, that the double process-
es of desegregation and integra•
(ion take time. "These social
changes cannot he legislated out
of existence. It requires educa-
tion and a change of heart, That
cannot be accomplished over
night."
But the girls protested: "If
you were a member of the femi•
nine minority you wouldn't be
so casual about these vital mat-
ters."
"That's right," another news-
hen chorused, "Not being a
woman you can't imagine the
humiliation and the suffering we
go through. And little girls, why
they just grow up with an infer-
iority complex."
Tolerantly the men listened to
the women babble. then announ•
ced:
"Well, there's nothing to be




We'll look into it,
don't be so impatient.
alienate many men
giathize with you."
But the gals continued to ar-
gue which annoyed the men who
wanted to turn their attention
to some important matters such
as poker sod the telling of
naughty jokes.
One newsman particularly ir-
ritated by the protesting women








"She says, she's in
ing' . . . I don't know
of that frame!"
a beautiful frame of mind this morn-
about the mind . . . But get a load
one With The Wind
,
7
People Make Places And
Places Recall People
CHICAGO: Charlemae Rollins, his eating there but the guest
the Southside's own lo‘ely librar- would, rising and making a speech
ian, who is a member of the Jane to the white guests and asking
Addams Children's Book Award them if they mind his eating or
Committee that this year gave the not, with the result that everybody
award to Arna Bontemps' beau- 11 100 astonished to say a mumb-
Wilily deserving book. "The Story ling word — so he eats.
of the Negro,•' now in an up-to- ST. LOUIS: A man who does not
date revised edition live there any more, but who
NEW ORLEANS: Marcus Chris- made that city famous with a song
tian, poet and printer, former Ii- "The St. Lotus Blues" and whose
brarian at Dillard university, and name is W. (2. Handy.
student of Creole folkways who,
WASHINGTON: Sterling Brownback in the days of the Federal
Writers Project helped to create of 
!toward university, whose one
bthose excellent Louisiana guide ook of poems, "Southern Road,"
years ago was not enough — for
his poetry is good and there ought
books. 
ANGELES: Almena 'max, to be more—but whose editing of
the wittiest, sharpest and most that monumental anthology "The
devastating of colored lady news- Negro Caravan," with Arthur P.
paper editors, whom I have been Davis and Ulysses Lee. was a fine
hoping these many years will contribution indeed to American
someday write her memories of rut
life in the City of the Angeles.
•
BROOKLYN: Dr. W. E. B. Du-
( LEVELAND. Russell and Ro- •Bois dean of Negro scholars, who
wens Jelliffe of Karamu House ' •
who developed the long-lived Gil-
is going on ninety, and who liv-
pin Players and built one of the 
es and writes there now,
finest little theatre plants in Amer- ATLANTA! The Scotts, whose
ica, and who used to put on many "Atlanta Daily World" was for a
plays by Negro authors, or plays . long time the only Negro daily
about Negro life, but who no long- in the United States, but now has
a companion, "The Daily Chicagoer do that match, but have now
performing the best inter-racial Defender:'
acting group in the country do- BOSTON: Anna Bobbit-Gardner,
ing mostly Broadway revivals dynamic little lady whose Negro
beautifully, which has its value, History Week programs have
too grown from a small church to the
DETROIT: A very dark gentle. largest halls in the city, and whose
man who everyone calls Caesar ability together is exceptional,
who fights the battle of segre- SAVANNAH: Wesley Law. intre-
Ration in a highly individual way pid NAACP leader and National
such as going into a fine white Board member, who is the kind
dining room and when he is told of man who keeps vital Negro
the management does not mind leadership glowing in places
where the going is rough.
JACKSON: Margaret Walker, a
poet in a state where poetry is
rare and the Mississippi air more
full of dust than dreams.
PHILADELPHIA: The Ward
Singers who live there, but sing up
a breeze all over the country, and
really stir the soul.
ROME: Where Bricktop A d a
Smith from Harlem has one of
the most successful night clubs in
Europe.
PARIS: Where the memory rsf
Josephine Baker's great artistry me
a music hall entertainer lingers
in the afterglow of her recent
retirement.
LONDON: Where the great col-
ored writer, Peter Abrahams. pub-
lishes his books about the trou-
bled land of Africa front which
he comes.
KINGSTON: Where Louise Ben-
nett, the most delightful of West
Indian folk singers and tale tellers,
resides.
HAVANA: Where Nicolas
len, the most famous poet of col-
or writing in Spanish, first began
to publish has Cuban poems.
BUENOS AIRES: Where Louti
Cole, popular Harlem dancer of the
1920's migrated to become its
equally popular dancer in South
America.
HONOLULU: Where Nolte R.
Smith from the mainland became
one of the island's top politicians,
and the first Negro in Hawaii's
legislature.
HARLEM! Where Duke Ellin*
ton, the Dean of American jazz
band leaders, lives,
The Mississippi State Sovereign-
ty Commission recently invited
twenty-two editors and publishers
from New England to visit, with
all exper”.es paid. several cities in
Mississippi "to see what makes
Dixie tick." A spokesman for the
commission denied that this was
an attempt to make "segregation-
ists" out of the New Englanders.
It seems that some of the edi-
tors who made the trip came to
conclusions far removed from the
hopes of their Mississippi hosta.
One editor from New Hampshire,
Paul Cummings. jr., is reported
to have told a Mississippi col-
league the following:
"I wasn't sure what to believe
before I made the trip. Now
find the worst is true. We don't
condemn you for praticing segre-
gation. What we can't understand
is how a people can be denied
the right to vote in the U.S. To
me this is unbelievable. I just
couldn't believe it until I came
down here and heard it first
hand."
This reminds me of a story of
another publicity stunt cooked up
by an enterprising Dixiecrat who
was determined to show the world
that the colored folks like the way
they are treated in the deep
South. According to the tale. he
picked out a kindly old Negro
who had been the darling of his
white community for half a cen-
tury.
This Negro had been assuring
the whites for a generation that
colored folks were happy there.
The Dixiecrat publicist arranged
for the Negro to appear on a world
broadcast. He assured ,,the colored
gentleman that he would be free
to say anything that he wished for
this was to be a completely unre-
hearsed, straight from the should-
er deal.
When the big moment came. the
commentator standing before the
microphone asked the Negro
would he like to sum up as brief-
ly as possible his view of the life
o; a colored citizen in Mississippi.
The Negro nodded and approach-
ed the microphone slowly as ev-
eryone waited anxiously for his
profound statement.
As he seemed to hesitate, the
announcer urged him to speak and
"tell the whole world what is on
your heart about this great issue."
The old Negro finally straightened
up. grabbed the microphone and,
looking anxiously about him,
screamed "Help."
However that may be, it is an
old story now that ever since the
South lost the civil war, the ob-
jective of the professional South-
erners has been to win the peace,
They could not beat the Yankees
physically but they had and still
have hopes of brainwashing the
Northern liberals and finally get-
ting them to adopt the southern
viewpoint on the color question.
Many writers, educators, news-
papermen, politicians and pro-
fessional publicists have been em-
ployed by various agencies in the
South to campaign among t h e
Yankees for more tolerance of the
dee: old southern %ray of life.
A favorite ruse of these pro-
pagandists is to accuse the north-
ern press of prejudice against the
South. By harping on this theme
they have induced a few weak-
minded editors in the North to
give them plenty of space for their
propaganda.
This Mississippi junket for (h4
twenty-two editors from New Eng-
land was, nc doubt, calculated to
promote the confederate philoso-
phy. When one of the Mississip-
pians was asked by editor Paul
Cummings why they were invited
down, he replied: "We just wanted
to let you see for yourselves that
Mississippians are not like the pies
tures painted by some Northers
publications."
Cummings then countered with
this: "But we've only found out
that basically those stories wg
read are true. Oh, they are sen-
sationalized, but according te
what we were told today, they
are basically true." Editor Cum.
mings finally concluded, "Equal
justice must come. Our system
makes no allowance for 47 twee
and Mississippi."
This is one project of the south-
ern propagandists that seems to
have backfired, The Mississippi
hosts had deluded themselves.
They are so accustomed to think-
ing of the Negro as an inferior
they failed to recognize that what
appeared to them as an ideal way
of life would be ,hocking and hor-
rifying to those who regard Ne-
groes as full citizens of our de-
mocracy.
Despite the failure of this pro-
ject, the Dixiecrat braintrusters
are going to continue to sell their
way of life to the whole nation.
They hope that others will final-
ly accept the Southern view of the
Negro and they will win the bat-
tle their fathers lost in blood and
treasure almost a century ago. As
we were taught in our childhood,
we know for certain today that the
devil never gi‘es up.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER






A CALL TO YOUNG CITI-
ZENS on the LeMoyne col-
lege campus to register and
vote was made by these
members of Beta Xi chapter
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
Seen here in front of Brown-
lee hall are (from left) How-
ard Cross. senior; James Bis-
hop, junior; Herman Henning,
senior; Marion Barry, junior,
chairman of the registratin
campaign; Lawrence Greer,
senior; Kenneth Cole, junior,
and William Hawkins, sen-
ior. Using the slogan "A Vote-
less People Is A Hopeless
People", the Alphas succeed.
ed in getting 90 per cent of
the campus eligible voters
registered and will try to en
courage all of them to vote for
candidates of their choice on




1-Teen group has been form-
ed Ind is participating with
the Vance YWCA program for
teenagers. The club starts off
with 20 members. Seated left
te right: Mable Knox, ser-
geant at arms; Bessie Mae
Be Shields. vice president;
Gwendolyn Smith, president;
Mable Young, recording secre-
tary; Marjorie Crutches, cor-
responding secretary, a n d
Vickie Carolyn Mitchell, treas-
urer. First row standing are:
Mrs. Bobbie W. Walker, advis-
or; Gladys Puryear, Bettye G.
Lane, Susie Brinkley, Carolyn
Dukes, Vernita J. Tappan,
Yvonne Smith and Prof. Chas-
tent Thompson, Patterson
school principal. Second row
standing are Linda Marbl e,
Mary E. Ayers, Katherine A.
Mitchell, Beatrice Jamerson.
Charlotte Jones and Carol
ones. Not seen is another ad-
visor. Mrs. Willie M. Broome.
(Withers Photo)
MATCHED . SET DECAN-
TERS, a brand new idea in
holiday liquor merchandising,
have been unveiled by Public-
kw Distillers Products. Inc.
The three decanters s ho w n
above are Old Hickory Bour-
bon, Cavalier Vodka and Phil-
adelphia. Blend. This is part
of the matched set of six, cre-
ated exclusively for Publicker
brands. Other brands in
Decanters
A handsome set of matched de-
canters, each with its contents
engraved in heavily.yembossed, per-
inenently attached, metal foil, is
the newest decorative accessory
for the sophisticated host.
The decanters, i ntroduced by
Puhlicker Distillers Products. Inc.,
for the holiday season 121S inch-
es from top to bottom. including
the glass stopper. Th.s is only 5-
inenes taller than the regular
whiskey ieittle. Matched Set de-
carders measure 3 and 7-8 inches
"Send Out Thy Light" by Gou- Irene Logan, of Senatobia, Miss
nod. During the period for notices Shirley Patterson, of Hernando,
the beautiful lectern made by Miss Isaoella Phillips, of Hernan-
Richard Pitts was officially pre. do, and Miss Daisy Etta Rooks,
sented to the college for worship of Memphis, chairman. Miss Win- and carrying cate.
services. This lectern is an ex. ifred, of Memphis, led in the de- The contest is open only to Army
hibition of the creative ability of votions. The discussion was so Depot employees whe are not reg-
Mr. Pitts who took a castaway spirited that it will be continued gistered as commercial fisher-
radio cabinet and made of it a next week. The public is also men. Fish must be registered and
beautiful altar for worship, invited to attend these programs, weighed at Guard Headquarters of
* 1 * * * * the Depot on the day or night of
The hymn of dedication w a s On Sunday, Nov. 4 at 3:1-10 the the catch.
next sung by the congregation aft- Highway Q. C.'s of Chicago and The contest is being financed by
People who do not drink milk ways say that our teeth should er which Rev. C. Thomas Paige the Stars of Harmony of Memphis the Depot's Civilian Welfare Coun-
are likely to get too little to meet be brushed three times per day , delivered a very thought-provok-1 will feature a program in the cil which provides recreational
their calcium needs. This is one when possible. When that is not ing sermon entitled: "Your Little' chapel of the campus. Theo "Bless funds for employees.
of the findings of a survey of use possible an apple can do a fair Answer — Insufficient?" T h e My Bones" Wade will serve as ,---
of milk by urban and rural farni- job of cleaning. Besides being
long to realize that what he ac- 
M. C. Tickets on sale at the
business office of the college.
held each Tuesday and Thursday
evening from seven until ten. All
Classes for minister's are being 
Words of the Wise
, to include enough calcium by I 
This is a good time to stock up
on apples since this is national ap- 
sermon was centered around a
prodigal son who thought that he
had the answer to all that life
had to offer. It did not take him
lies in South Carolina made by teeth cleaners, apples are rich
the State Experiment station. in minerals, vitamins and energy.
Though meals cfn be planned
I using such dairy products as ple week and the stores are fea-. . . tuall h nothing, 1 ministers interested in taking the
cheese, ice cream and other dairy
desserts, milk in cooked products
and mustard ar turnip greens and
Kale, but this takes careful plan.
HOMECOMING DAY at Mt.
Pisgah High school drew this
array of widely known educa-
tors and religious, civic and
Mt. Pisgah PTA Gives
Interesting Program
The Mt. Pisgah Parent-Teacher
association observed its first an-
nual Homecoming Day recently in
the beautiful gymnasium. An ap-
preciative audience listened to an
interesting program.
An impressive devotion was con-
ducted by Mrs. Rebecca Chaffin,
Mr. Charles at the piano. Mrs.
Annie Shotwell welcomed the vis-
itors and Mr. Freeman accepted.
PTA'S ROLE
Topic number one was "T h e
PTA's Role in Promoting Better
Schools". It was discussed by Hey.
Hardaway and Mrs. Ardrena V.
Gooch, president of the Shelby
County Council of Parents and
Teachers.
The second topic was "Parent-
Teacher Relationship". It was led
by Prof. Henry Grinner and Mrs.
Priscilla Smith.
The guest speaker was Rev. .1.
F. Collins, who admonished his lis-
and themselves to meet the chal-
lenges of the times. He like the
discussion leaders, dated back to
the home as the most important
institution to lay the foundation
for good citizenship and success-
ful lives.
MORE WITH, LESS FOR
He suggested that we shuld do
more "with" our children and less
"for" them for best results in
curbing delinquency.
Remarks were made by the prin-
cipal, Prof. S. C. Harris.
Mrs. G. M. Bumpus, state P'TA
president, Mrs. M. S. Draper, cor-
responding secretary, and West
Tennessee coordinator, Mrs. Laura
Tyus, Tennessee 10-A District pres-
ident, made timely remarks on
PTA work.
Each of them urged increased
memberships and greater partici-
pation in the Parent-Teacher As-
sociations everywhere.
Cleveland A. Harris is president
teners to prepare their children of the Mt. Pisgah PTA.
`'N.„,„•...
itiog1t1e4:--ooko.wie •goix4/qt-,;:
social leaders C. the county school for the observance: (Reese Photo)
Musing: happy family (five) and my own
Between the ages of 6 to 8 is even disposition are do to this.
the age for care of baby teeth, However, I resent the attitude
for treatment of molers as perma- of unexpected visitors who look
nent teeth; age for sympathetic disdainfully at the dishes in the
understanding of lack of mus- sink, toys on the tops and dust
culler coordination; age for fre- on the floor. They gossip about
quent periods of relaxation; age it to my family (brothers, etc.) I
for learning to use own towel, really feel that what I do in
and glass, to keep objects out of my home is none of their busi-
mouth: age to learn how to dress ness. Do you feel that I am right?
properly for different kinds of Worried.
weather; age for guidance in eat- Dear Worried:
leg. Nex week SOCIAL NEEDS Basically you are right. How-
OF 6 TO 8. ever, I believe you would get the
Dear Carlotta dishes out of the sink if possible.
Although our home is unusually However, a woman's home is her
presentable, I am far from be- own and she can do just as she
ing an "efficient housekeeper." If pleases. It is more important to
I feel like resting some time dur- present time, love and an even
ing the day, I lie down for a temper to your family than a
little while even at the expense spotless home in which the chil-
of some of the house work. I dren can't live comfortably. Let
believe that my relaxed and the gossips' tongues wag.
With LEODA GAMMON 
MUSIC FOR THE DAY was
furnished in part by the fine
choir from First Baptist
church of Fads, Tenn. which
is seen here with Mt. Pis-
gah High principal S. C. Har-
ris, left, and next to him, Mt.
Pisgah president, C. A. Har-
ris. (Reese Photo)
LEADERS JOINING in the
discussion of the day included
these above personalities.
From left are Rev. J. F. Col
lins, minister of the First Bap•
tist church at Bartlett a n d
Keel Avenue Baptist; M r s.
Laura R. Tyus, 10-A District
PTA president; Prof. Henry
Grinnor, Bartlett teacher; Rev.
A. Hardway, pastor, Fredonia
church of Stanton; Mrs. Pris-
cilla Smith, president of Wood-
stock PTA and Rec. Z. H.
Harris. (Reese Photo)
Bapt. Industrial News Fishing Event
the Baptist Industrial college and son, Hernando, Miss. and the
The initial chapel services of man class, Miss Shirley Patter- Gets Underway
Seminary were held Thursday, freshman college class, and Rob-
Oct. 25, at 11 a.m. It is the de-
sire of the college to expose each
model church service. The serv-
ices were opened with an instill-
ert Logan, jr. of Senatobia, Miss. At Army Depotand the high school department.
Mr. Williams of the faculty gave A Fishing Contest opened last
a piano selectio:_ and Mrs. Brax- week with more than 100 military
mental prelude by D. DeBroe Wil- ton gave a recitation. The cali- and civilian personnel of t h e
Hams, choral director of the col. bre of this program set a high Army's Memphis Geneal Depot
lege. pace for all others who are to fol- 1 expected to participate. •
1Following this the 'call to wor- low. The contest will continue then
4
ship' and invocation were given 1 • * * March 31 at which time prizes
by Rev. C. Thomas Paige, presi- On Tuesday, Oct. 23, Miss Ly- will be given to those registering
dent. dia Simmons, instructor of Home the best catches.
All of the faculty and students Economics, was the sponsor of The persons snaring the 'ergs
were led into a period of medita- the prgram. The central feature est bass. Bream, Crappie and cat.
tion and prayer. The "B. I." Chor- of her program was a round-table fish will receive a casting rod
al Ensemble under the direction discussion featuring Miss Doris L. and reel with line priced from 325
of Mr. Williams next rendered Richmond, of Byhalia, Miss., Miss to $33. oTfheanlyargketnsdt coaftcfhtskorcagmrognsst
in one day will receive a Scotch-
man Outing Kit consisting of a
lunch box, two- thermostat bottles
y ad was 
_Jiang R 1 anety o use pr Jet in Reverend Paige went on to say
top quality, that there is something in all of
Here are a few tips on the us that makes us rise up and lose
correct variety for the special pur- sight of sound reasoning. good • •
fling. Unless milk is used genet.- pose. Golden Delicious and Cort- teaching, intelligence, and t h e
ous16 as a beverage, people just land apples have a special advan- like.
courses are asked to make ar-
rangements immediately.
There are two kinds of men
who never amount to much:
those who cannot do what they
are told, and those who can do
nothing eLae.
— Cyrus H. K. Curttot
don't get enough. tage fbr salads. They do not turn Chapel services are held each . ,
This survey like those mede in dark when standing. McIntosh Thursday at 11 o'clock. The pub-
need for more milk are low-income good to excellent for pies. Jona- Each Tuesday at 11 the entire tt racts 3,00 i _other areas shows that most in are excellent for fresh eating and lie is always invited. 0:
1 families, teenage girls, and worn- than. Delicious and Stayman .are,student body assembles for thean of all ages. Many low income all excellent for fresh eating, weekly assembly, period. This pro. 
Serve TRY LOCAL STORES
use of milk most. The amount of holds its share very well when serves as counselor for the group.
come appeared to influence the ey tanciness. The Rome Beauty pawn a faculty member always
Already filled with the famous money families had to spend_ for baked. These are the more corn- Our first assembly period was
American alcoholic beverages of milk plus a liking for it appear. ' mon among the nineteen different under the sponsorship of Mrs. Su-
Old Hickory Bourbon, Embassy ed to have a pronounced effect on' varieties listed by the Agricultur- sie Braxton, math teacher. The
matcheddecanters are Ritten-
house Rye, Dixie Belle G i n
and Embassy Club. Brand la-
bels in the front of the decan-
ters are pressure-sensitive and
easily lift off.
families expressed a desire to use Wine-sap is a very, good all-pur-
more milk. pese apple. Some-- apples preferI cigar box or any convenient draw-
eating it fresh because of the win-es ' Regional eating habits and in 
old England, where f i n
glass decanters were proudly dis-
played in all the rooms in which
guests were entertained, this ele-
gant new set was designed to be
seen.
SHOWING THEM OFF
Instad of standing them alone
on a dining room buffet or side-
board (Old English fashion) they I
really should be placed in a spot'
where they are readily available
when guests arrive.
For homes with a cien, or rec-
Club Fine Whisky, Philadelphia' how much families used. al Ext. Service.
Blend, Cavalier Vodka, Dixie Belle sc As a result of the sur vev When buying select the best va-,Gin and Rittenhouse Rye. nutritionists were asked for sug. riety available for the purpose in
•Publicker's decanter set, will sell gestions. They agreed that nu mind. Choose firm, sound. fully
for — the regular price of each trition education should start in matured fruit. Flavor and maturi-
brand, ranging from about 55.50 the grade school because of the ty go hand in hand. In general
for Old Hickory in New York to potential homemakers who do the eye is a faithful guide to quail-
about 54 for Dixie Belle Gin. not finish high school. Our Mem- ty. and good apples are 
fresh-
Matched Set Decantders will be l phis school system approves and L skinned and resh looking.
available at local liquor stores. . promotes the same idea. The GOOD EATING •
I soring a milk contest for the P. to retain their full flavor and
Memphis Dairy Council is spon- Keep apples in the refrigerator Nov. Plentiful List
T. A's of Memphis and Shelby crispness, preferably in the hyd-
County in order to focus its nu, rator or in a plastic bag to keep Pork, turkeys, and potatoes top racord large, and although mar-
, tritional value along with the whole the apples from absorbing flavors the list of foods that the V S , ketings will consist mainly of the
1 hot lunch program. Parents who from other foods. Department of Agriculture reports large sizes, most all Attics,. ‘::7-s. hahns, Sylvia Aldridge, Effie:, C.
enter into the spirit of this con. , Apples keep longer than do most will be Plentiful in Memphis and too, will be plentiful. The fall po. Hampton, Mary Lewis Betsch.;the
....
gram is designed to give each
student experiences in leadership.
In addition to the student partici-
program featuring Miss Winifred
Baker. a freshman college student
of Memphis, Miss„Daisy Etta
Rooks of Memphis and the fresh-
orm Dedication
DAYTONA BE Fla.—More four persons and awarding otter-
than 3,000 person attended the tificates to 12.
dedication last we :r of Bethune- Bishop J. W. E. Bowen, chair-
man of the college's Board of
Trustees and resident bishop of
the Atlantic Coast Area oi ins
Methodist. church, presided.
Cookman college's new $350,000
dormitory, Meigs Hall. and heard
a talk by Mrs. Ferris*J. Meigs of
New York after whom the build-
ing was named. HONORARY WINNERS
The dedication was in conjunc- Receiving honorary degree.
tion with the school's celebration were J. H. Sengstacke, editor and
of its 52nd anniversary which was publisher of the Chicago Defend-
highlighted by the awarding of five er; Atty. C. C. Perlin, Dr. D. E.
honorary degrees; citations to Williams. Atty. B. D. bleyerjuid
D C. Lefevre.
Citations were given to Thorhas
T. Cobb, Mrs. Gilbert L. Poster,
D. A. Stanton and Ralph Rich-
ards.
Certificates of Appreciation went
to Ada M. Lee, Alice G. Miclans,
Elsie P. Smith, Verde F. Wel-
come, Women Advisory Board;
Clifford I. Wells. Eleanor Roose-
velt, The Richard A. Von Tauten-
Wife Preservers
Pork And Turkeys On
wide—standard bottle is 3 and 3-8 reation room, use of a peg board test will reap the benefit of well fruits, enabling you to buy in quan- the Southeast during November. tato crop is estimated at 165 mi. Robert L. Smiths.
inches. The Matched Set decan-
ter IA presented in artistically de-
signed tapered bottle with a kmg,
graceful neek 14 carat, oven-
fire ssold. The Matched Set decan-
ter his four different pauring
spouts, £0 that no matter how it
is turned, it can be controlled
easily. The Matched Set Decan-
ter, are in extra heavy glass.
Just as in the stately homes
wall section with a shelf for these
Matched Set decanters would be
attractive. Additional shelves then
could be pegged in for giasses
and ice bucket, measures, while
mixers could be hung decorative-
ly on their own hooks. A taeale
sonverted for bridge or buff et
would complete the host's space.
saving bar. Coasters could be kept
in a small chest the size of a
To keep • beach umbrella clean, fill
the laurdry tub with ;mod rich suds, dip
the umbrella In it yid scrub it with a
brash When it is clean, take it outcloon•
spray rinse with the garden home, and
leave it open to dry
nourished children regardless of, use, Boxes or other wholesale.i according to Leo W. smith of the bon hundredweight, 16 million bun- I. Recognition awards went to Lu-
...
whether their PTA skins the big ,1 size containers should be stored Department's Food Distribution dredweight more than in 1955. and cille W. Stephens and Edward'
cash award or not. I in a cool well ventilated cellar, , Division. 15 million above the 1949-54' aver- 
Ample supplies of pork and lard age, Smith said. wentache o 
Van Poole; one alumni award
APPLE WEEK
'
basement or a sheltered hack I
assured for November, as hog Other foods on USDA's Novem. leacher 
a rDda vtios 1., and
Along With the Milk and hot porch. The cooler the storage are 
.
lunch..program this is a Rood time place the better, but the temper- marketing will reach its seasonal ber plentiful list includel broilers, enee L. Small,
t of Nathaniely e  r  a 
award
to think of the apple market. A ature should not drop belay, sly peak late in the month or early et",g beef and boef products,1 
December. The turkey crop i-g cabbage, pears, dates, cranber- ,fresh apple and glass of cold milk degrees F., store only sound ap- — .
makes a superb after school snack pies, for one bad one can spoil net, milk and other dairy foul Farms elite isl..,S. today has
for the youngsters or a bedtime a barrelful. , apples and the milk. They a r e iitcs, rice peanuts and peanut butt- more cattle dna any.tion in 
il 
r snack for adults. Dentists al. Do let your family enjoy the both good eating. , - I ter, and fish sticks. tory.
•
' '
•1116
,
